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CURE sweeps
USG election
<Student Life
to make official
announcement
on Tuesday
BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

The CURE party won the majority of seats in this year’s Undergraduate Student Government
elections, according to preliminary results announced last Thurs-

day evening. The official numbers
are set for release this Tuesday,
after being certified by the Student
Election Review Committee.
Anthony Hernandez won the
race for USG president, beating
Baruch VISION candidate Khanna
Tsymuk and SOUL’s Nigel Snowdon. Neither Tsymuk or Snowdon immediately conceded and
planned to meet Friday to discuss
the option of filing a challenge to
the preliminary results before the
deadline of 7 p.m. the same day.

SEE CURE PAGE 15
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Members of the Baruch College community find comfort in prayer during a memorial for Virginia Tech victims on Thursday.

Baruch mourns for VA Tech
<Christian
Fellowship hosts
memorial service
BYMIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

Baruch students, faculty and
members of the administration
gathered in the Multipurpose room
last Thursday to mourn the victims of the Virginia Tech massacre.
Thousands of miles away from the
pit of bloodshed, they comforted
each other, prayed and signed post-

ers with condolences to friends and
families of the 32 people who died
three days earlier when an enraged
student opened fire on the Blacksburg, Va. campus.
“[However many] miles away
we are, we still want them to know
we are thinking of them,” said Prijo
Thomas, vice president of Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, which
sponsored the memorial service.
Several students played guitar and
sung mellow songs on the stage.
Light snacks were served to the attendees.
The shooting rampage, the
deadliest in modern U.S. history,
made some students question the

safety of our campus. “[The memorial service] reminded me how
unsafe you [can be even] in school,
how much more careful you have to
be even as a college student,” said
Charisse Holder, 19, a marketing
major.
“It is difficult to understand what
motivates someone to do something like this. This scenario has
become much too common and we
need to change society to prevent
another one of these murders from
happening,” said one message on a
poster that now sits in the second
floor lobby. Director of Student Life,

SEE VIRGINIA TECH PAGE 2

Renewing hope in New Orleans
<Nearly two years
after Katrina, the
city still in ruins
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The last three voters standing in line last Thursday evening.

Remittances impact
homelands
<How immigrants
affect their
home countries
by sending
back funds

BY STACEY KOROLKOVA

BY MONIFA CRAWFORD

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“When George W. Bush landed in his helicopter and saw all of
us St. Bernard Parish firemen, he
turned around and he got right
back into his helicopter — because
he knew, we were going to kill him,”
said Jamez Gonzalez, fire chief
of Local 1468, St. Bernard Parish,
Louisiana.
The chief’s words splattered
across our already disillusioned
minds. They hit hard. As hard as
wandering through ghost-town
blocks, sprayed with signs numbering the dead. As hard as realizing
that a natural disaster became a

Even when immigrants do not
go back to their place of birth, they
may still have a significant impact
on the home country. Even if they
don’t believe they will eventually
return, they will continue to behave in a manner which will affect
their home society.
The most tangible sign of this
behavior is the ongoing remitting of cash and other economic
resources to the home country.
Remittances are felt to be both
one of the most common motives
for physical mobility and the one
which is most frequently cited as
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Students opted for an alternative spring break, in which they spent their time
rebuilding homes destroyed in Hurricane Katrina.
manmade disaster because too little was done to prevent it and even
less is being done to fix it.
But we were there to change that.
A volunteer coalition of 32 CUNY

Honors College students and three
staff members from across the boroughs arrived in New Orleans on
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having a positive effect on an immigrant’s homeland.
There are two main factors that
influence the transfer of funds and
other resources from immigrants
to their home communities.
There is a general expectation
that they will someday resettle
back home and that they have
a specific obligation to support
particular individuals, especially
close relatives, who were left behind when they left.
Most West Indian immigrants
retain their home ties and many
intend to return to their native
land. However, the return intention is not always acted upon in
migration to such places as England and North America.
Yet as long as immigrants continue to act as if they will eventually
return home, this will have a significant impact on home communities
and its members. Immigrants typically send money and other gifts
to their dependents and primary
relatives to support incomes and

Hot swimsuit
looks for the
summer...only
two months
away!
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Baruch College reacts to Virginia Tech tragedy
<Forming
supportive ties in
a time of loss
BY LUBA BOGOPOLSKAYA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

All across the nation people
have been creating various groups
and providing both counseling and
support for anyone who needs to
express their own thoughts and
feelings about the tragic event. On
Thursday, Baruch’s InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship held a special
event during club hours as a way of
responding to the massacre. President Kathleen Waldron has also
issued a message of support for all
those affected which is posted on
the front page of the school Web
site. As for students, with the recent
increase in both high school and
college campus shootings, it is no
surprise that many blame the gun
control laws as well as inadequate
security for the tragedies. The overall sense that these laws should
be stricter, however, is not shared
by every student at Baruch. Albert
Um, a freshman, stated, “No matter
what, there will always be a source
to buy a gun from.”
What we can do, however, is
provide as much support as possible for anyone who is affected in
any way by this incident. Baruch
students can join the Facebook
group created by Gregory Zarefes
and share their own ideas as well as
receive updated information. Even
though by itself the group “does not
do much,” it does provide “awareness of incidents like this.” according to Zarfese, it is one way to show
that “Baruch Supports Virginia
Tech.”

Virginia
Tech
memorial
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Students write their thoughts and prayers on the “Message of Hope” banner, which is now located on the second floor lobby.
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A student pauses for a moment of reflection.

ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Carl Aylman, addressed the issue
in his note to Virginia Tech’s mascot: “All hokies are in our thoughts
and prayers. Stand strong,” it reads.
President Kathleen Waldron
also attended the memorial. She
expressed pride and happiness toward the event’s organizers. “It’s
important for students to share
their concerns, fears and passion to
students in Virginia Tech,” she said.
Alyssa Wick contributed reporting to this article.
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Two acoustic guitar players playing in harmony during the memorial.
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A student leaves a quotation from a holy text.

A brief summary of the Virginia Tech events
BY LUBA BOGOPOLSKAYA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The week of Monday, April
16 started off with a haunting reminder of the Columbine High
School shooting which took place
a little less than eight years ago.
Cho Seung-Hui, a 23-year-old Virginia Tech senior, fatally shot 32
students and then turned the gun
on himself.
Recent police reports indicate
that Cho planned the massacre
ahead of time as the information
was released about his purchase of

two guns in March and April, the
acquisition of a van and the clothes
Cho wore during the event. He used
the firearms to shoot two residents
of the West Ambler Johnston Hall
sometime around 7:15 a.m. when
the first 911 call was made. It is believed that the shooter then mailed
a package, which included a written statement, video clips and photos of himself and his ammunition
to NBC headquarters.
Following a two-hour gap after
the first shooting, Cho chained the
entrance to the Norris Hall, an Engineering building. There he killed

30 students and professors in four
classrooms and shot himself in the
head.
Cho Seung-Hui, who called
the Columbine shooters “martyrs”
in his video, which was mailed to
NBC during the two-hour gap, had
been showing warning signs all
along, authorities say. He had been
referred to a mental institution and
had evident symptoms of a thought
disorder. However, the student was
considered “an imminent danger
to self or others” only by the judge
who sent him for an evaluation,
not by the doctor.

Many questions were also
raised about the fact that the email warnings for the students and
the faculty did not go out until 9:26
a.m., way after the first shots were
heard.
University police Chief Wendell
Flinchum has explained that the
incident was believed to be “an isolated event … and the decision was
made not to cancel classes.” At the
same time the police were questioning another man thought to be
responsible for the two murders in
the dormitory.
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Comedy show has its hits and misses
<A night of old
and new talent
BY JESSICA BAPTISTE
LEISURE EDITOR

Keeping with tradition, Sigma
Alpha Delta Honor Society hosted
their semi-annual comedy show
featuring the New York Boyz of
Comedy, a comedy group that was
founded in Baruch in 2005 when
the first comedy show was held.
The 90-minute show was held on
Tuesday, April 17 in the multipurpose room.
Hosted by founding member
Victor Chu, the show was a debut for some new additions to the
group including Souley Oumarou,
Chun Lo, Juan Montoya, Nick Venditti and Jason Cohen.
Oumarou, accounting major,
stole the show. He began by informing the audience that he was from

the West African country of Niger,
which is not to be confused with
Nigeria, which is another country
with Black people. He explained
that in his country, the best mode
of transport is via a donkey, which
explained the enterprise rent-adonkey stores.
Several jokes really got the audience going. “I was a vegetarian in
Africa,” he said, meat was hard to
get considering “you have to wake
up at 5:30 a.m. to chase deer for
75 miles.” He finished with an impersonation of Eddie Murphy from
Coming to America.
“The two new comedians, Souley and Chun, were original. They
had an adequate performance for
their first time,” said Emmanuel
Onyenyili, junior.
Brenton Land, another founding member, got the audience riled
up in claiming that the characters
from the Winnie the Pooh show are
on drugs — Winnie the Pooh is a

pothead, Piglet is on ecstasy, Igor is
an alcoholic and Tigger is the biggest crackhead of them all.
Of the host’s performance, senior Elizabeth Sheyenko said that
he was lively, but noticeably tried
“too hard” with many of his jokes.
Another hit of the night was Max
May, also a founding member, who
managed to make the audience
grab their seats in laughter with his
cheesy one-liners. “They arrested a
black cannibal who only ate white
people. That means that he liked to
eat crackers,” he joked.
Sheyenko thought that May was
the funniest comedian of the night.
“I liked his style and his jokes were
creative. He had good, funny energy,” she said. One thing that disappointed her about the show was
that the audience was not filled.
“Free comedy and free snacks, what
more can you ask for?”

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Comedian Max May, former president of Sigma Alpha Delta, delivers jokes.

Bollywood on the upswing
<Appreciation
dawning from the
West of the East
BY MUNIRAM PERSAUD
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Ted DiBiase, the former “Million Dollar Man,” shares his life experiences.

Gospel with a hip
and modern twist
<Taking His word
in a new light
BY ELMER ORTIZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Baruch students listening to
reggae and rap artists, flinging glow
sticks in the air and sharing coffee
with donuts isn’t usually part of a
typical school day at Baruch.
For over 10 years at Baruch College, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship has hosted a concert called
Live@Baruch. InterVarsity hosts
this annual concert as a means of
reaching out to the Baruch community and offering students a
Christian perspective on life via
different types of music.
This year’s event, held on Friday, April 13 in the Newman Vertical Campus, centered on the theme
“All That Glitters Ain’t Gold.”
The concert featured the reggae
group K.O.T.I.J. Crew and the rap
group Frontlynaz. Both groups got
the crowd energized and pumped
up with their gospel-inspired
words.
Injected twice in the concert
was a two-part skit performed by
Baruch students. Actors Irma Rodriguez and Vincent Yiu got the
crowd laughing at a ridiculous argument over a broken chopstick.
One of the highlights of the evening was hearing former World
Wrestling Entertainment star Ted
DiBiase share his life story. Also
known as the “Million Dollar Man,”
DiBiase told Baruch students, “I’ve
experienced success, the fame, the
cars, the money . . . and it’s not all
it’s cracked up to be.”
Despite reaching the pinnacle
of his career, DiBiase related the

emptiness he experienced as his
family and personal life fell apart.
The destructive path of his life took
a positive turn only after he put his
faith in God.
Stan Thomas, a pastor from the
Gallery Church, offered his reflections on Jesus’ audacious claim to
give people a sense of meaning.
Thomas’ humorous stories con-

“I’ve experienced
success, the fame,
the cars, the money
. . . and it’s not all it’s
cracked up to be.”
- Ted Dibase
former Million Dollar Man
nected with the audience and had
them laughing, too.
Harry Melo, a concert attendee
and junior, stated, “It was a great
event that introduced me to music
that I normally do not hear and the
fact that it was held on campus also
gives a great opportunity to Baruch
students to hear this type of music.”
At the end of the concert, students lingered over Starbucks
coffee, Krispy Kreme donuts and
thoughtful conversation. With a
strong sense of community in the
air, many friendships were built
that evening.
The InterVarsity Chrisitan Fellowship is located in VC 3-251 and
can be contacted at ivcf.baruch@
gmail.com.

On Tuesday, the Hindu Student Council hosted an exhibit to
portray the world of South Asian
culture known as “Bollywood”
at Baruch College. Many of the
themes included pictures of movie stars from Bollywood films and
the songs they perform in as well.
The event also showcased numerous Bollywood styles that are

currently considered to be luxurious.
As an upcoming cultural surge
in the world, Bollywood and its
productions are changing the face
of diversity amongst nations. With
many similarities to that of the
American film enterprise that is
Hollywood, Bollywood stands to
become a unique blend of both
South Asian culture and western
style attitude. Without either facet, Bollywood would be a single
thread of creativity.
It is apparent that Bollywood
films have drawn in very diverse crowds due to their different genres and styles found in
theater releases. As a result, the

uniqueness of Bollywood movies
has caused record-breaking sales
throughout much of South Asia.
According to Bollywood actor
Isha Koppikar, “There are various
categories of films and titles that
hold different significance for different genres of films.” Bollywood
movies have changed the filmmaking industry through their
use of scenery and different fashion designs.
The Hindu Student Council
showcased many of Bollywood’s
attributes. As society changes, it
will not be long before Bollywood
will completely fuse with the
Western world.
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Career Day successful again Adjuncts: unfairly
affordable educators

BY MAYA KASHYAP
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Despite the balmy and beautiful weather on Friday, many people
opted to head indoors to the Baruch gymnasium for the Undergraduate Career Day Fair. The fair,
which hosted 79 companies such
as IBM, Deloitte & Touche, Chase
Bank and the IRS, drew a sizable
mix of upcoming graduates as well
as many alumni.
Ellen Adelman Stein, Career
Counseling & Peers For Careers coordinator, noted that even though
turnout for employers and attendees is always less in spring, the
fair’s results were very pleasing.
Stein was especially content with
the wide range of employers visiting Baruch. “These companies target Baruch students for many reasons: the amazing diversity, their
professionalism and their ability
to balance work and school,” Stein
stated.
Ellen Isaacs and Theresa
Cheung, recruiting for the Internal
Auditing department of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority,
were impressed with the caliber of
Baruch students. “This school really pushes extra-curricular activities, which is great. By the time students graduate, they already have
valuable work experience,” said
Isaacs. Amy Hu, Baruch alumnus
and recruiter for Deloitte & Touche,
agreed stating that Baruch students
are “enthusiastic and have a desire
to learn and work. I have already

<CUNY schools
steadily replacing
full-time professors
with part-time
adjuncts
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Sherry Lu in the midst of the career-seeking frenzy.
seen some great candidates.”
The IBM table, however, had
the longest line in the gymnasium
and left recruiter Cheryl M. Abraham surprised and ecstatic. “This is
my first time here and I think this
is awesome. I am truly shocked!”
Abraham, recruiting for the Corporate Consolidation Accounting
department, remarked that the diverse backgrounds of Baruch students are a tremendous asset to the
firm. “IBM operates in 160 different
countries, so the students here are
a prime example of the kind of people we seek,” said Abraham.
A Baruch student and finance
major, who wished to remain anonymous, stated “I definitely think
these fairs are great because it cuts
down on competition from the rest
of the world.” However, she stressed
the seasonality issue as there are

more promising prospects in the
fall. “I am graduating in August and
a lot of my peers already have job
offers. It is also a bit challenging for
finance majors,” she points out.
Near the end of the fair, there
was an overall satisfaction from the
companies on the turnout and the
quality of students. Student Selina
Shabir, who greeted guests in the
reception area, proudly noted that
“companies are always happy” leaving the fair. After having worked the
fair for the past two and a half years,
Shabir emphasized that employers
have always commented “on our
professionalism, diversity and preparedness. It puts us in a different
category.”
Student Selina Shabir, who
greeted guests upon arrival, agreed
saying, “This is an excellent turnout
for spring.”

Civil liberties: line crossed?
BY DAVID PAULINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday, the Baruch College Debate Team sponsored a
panel discussion “Under what
circumstances and to what extent
should national security trump
civil liberties?” Trumped liberties
included suspended periods of habeas corpus and civil rights occurring during periods of war. Since
Sept. 11, 2001, these issues have
reemerged in public debate. The
panelists that embarked in a journey towards conclusive answers
included two political science professors, a professor of law and real
estate and two Baruch students.
Article 1, Section 9 of the United States Constitution states “the
privileges of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless
when in cases of rebellion or invasion of public safety may require
it.” However, what are the circumstances that dictate threat? Who is
trumping our liberties and to what
affect?
Jae H. Chung, moderator of the
event, noted, “our civil liberties are
governed by Congress.” Political
science Professor Thomas Halper
contends, “The President, (various)
institutions and public opinion
have a lot to say about that.”
He continued by stating how
complex the definition of civil liberties is, how it varies over time
and depends on imminent threat.
An example of this is how during

the 1990s, generally speaking, civil
liberties were contemplated and
discussed in a complacent manner. After Sept. 11, the discussion
became active again, making the
issue a relative one.
Vadim Partin, this year’s winner of Baruch’s third annual Ethics
Bowl debate (along with Chung)
took a more utilitarian approach.
He stated how civil liberty is a decision that “we the people” make.
Decisions are based on whatever
benefits the greatest amount of
people. We elect representatives
based on the belief that they will
make beneficial choices for us. The
issue of minority groups endangered by this was asked, as Partin
asserted that we as a collective will
decide their fate.
History Professor Brian Coutain
was not satisfied with the utilitarian
response, stating how our constitution ensures minority rights. The
majority can “be filled with passion” and make faulty decisions.
Responding to the original argument, Coutain mentioned several
cases, such as the Olmstead v. United States (1928) and Katz v. United
States (1968), the latter, which stated that government needs justification to infringe on civil rights for
national security. However, loopholes exist and have been abused
by representatives like Nixon. This
lead to Coutain stating, “The ends
do not justify the means.”
Professor Weifer added an imperative question to the argument:
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Panel discusses a person’s civil liberties during a potential national crisis.

in revolutionary situations, how do
we react? Terrorists are following
forms of combat that are unpredictable — how do we respond accordingly?
However, do we act like terrorists in order to apprehend them?
When and where do we draw the
boundaries? As Baruch graduate
Ravil Gill stated, national security is
“more than just physical security . .
. it protects the rights of the people,
what the nation stands for.” Ultimately, national security should be
the protection of our civil liberties.

ARTS EDITOR

Since 1847, the City University
of New York’s mission has been
to “maintain and expand its commitment to academic excellence
and to the provision of equal access and opportunity for students,
faculty and staff from all ethnic
and racial groups and from both
sexes.” But, what if some key members, holding the very fibers of the
nation’s largest urban public university together, were excluded
from the very innate rights that the
CUNY system alleges to protect?
In the last 10 to 15 years, there
has been a great shift in universities all across the country from
employing full-time tenured professors to what are known as “adjunct professors.” According to
Wikipedia, adjuncts do not have a
permanent position at [their] academic institutions and thus their
work is considered “a part-time
position with a teaching load below the minimum required to earn
benefits.” However, adjunct professors are teaching an increasing
number of classes at Baruch College and CUNY’s 23 other public
institutions. With a staff of approximately 20,000, a whopping 50 percent are considered adjuncts.
Just like many other “full-time”
professors, these adjunct professors provide CUNY students with a
valuable education. And yet, they
are receiving less than sufficient
compensation for their hard work.
Many adjuncts take on a full load
of courses and oftentimes receive
less than $1,000 a month. Considering many adjuncts are also
full-time graduate students, this
salary is barely substantial enough
to survive on. This forces many ad-

juncts to pursue other part-time
positions in order to financially
support themselves.
Not only is the financial compensation to adjunct professors
less than satisfactory, but the lack
of recognition for adjuncts in the
CUNY arena is even more demeaning. Adjunct professors are
not able to climb the ranks of the
educational hierarchy; there is virtually no job security, as adjuncts
are not eligible for tenure. In the
same vein, adjuncts receive only
a fraction of the benefits that their
full-time counterparts receive, in
many cases working without basic
health-care benefits.
As students, it is easy to overlook this issue because it may not
outwardly seem to affect us. So,
what if students are paying tuition
to their respective CUNY schools
and being taught by non-tenured,
part-time graduate students and
professionals who are being paid
for a fraction of the price? The
truth is that these adjunct professors are oftentimes overworked,
underpaid and sometimes even
unqualified for the classroom setting. Yet, half of the CUNY staff
consists of these very individuals.
CUNY is certainly saving money,
but there is no indication that they
are assuring us with the best, most
qualified individuals. Furthermore, without providing adjunct
professors with adequate compensation for their work, there is little
incentive or motivation for attaining the highest productivity levels.
And in the end, the CUNY school
system is deterring future generations of teachers from pursuing a
career here.
If adjunct professors are providing students with the same level of
education as tenured professors,
while juggling other hefty responsibilities, they should be granted
the same fiscal rewards and worker benefits as full-time professors.
If we do not take a firm stance
against inequalities taking place
at Baruch and other institutions of
higher education, what sacrifices
will we be forced to make next?

Color me a profession
<Determining your
future career’s shade
BY SARA AYOUB
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Who thought one’s career could
be determined by a color? That’s
exactly what Shoya Zichy proves in
her new book, Career Match: Connecting Who You Are With What
You’ll Love To Do.
On Friday, April 13, Baruch’s
Women in Business society held
“Pearls of Wisdom,” a woman’s
leadership conference headed
by WIB’s president, Kelly Ifill. The
event included various speakers,
among them Zichy, Dr. Kathleen
Waldron, president of Baruch College and Carla Harris, managing
director of Morgan Stanley.
Falling into a career one does
not love or does not suit their personality is a common occurrence
among young people on the verge
of graduating, or “generation X
kids” just coming to this realization.
When asked if Zichy had ever
found herself in this described
predicament, she responded, “I always knew I wanted to work with
people, but did not know in which
area. While I don t regret any of
my careers as a teacher, journalist,
private banker and now seminar

leader, I would have moved forward with greater confidence had
I understood earlier the special
talents of my personality style. One
does not have to remain stagnant
and unfulfilled, as students have
learned with Zichy’s model.
Zichy conducted exercises
around the Color Q personality
model, a derivative of the MyersBriggs methodology that serves as
the basis of the book. Participants
take a 10-minute “either-or quiz” to
determine if they are of the green,
red, blue or gold primary personality and whether they are either
an introvert or extrovert. From this
they can define their work-related
strengths, ideal work environment,
favored boss type, interviewing
style and a broad range of careers
suitable for their color group.
Do not distort your perception
of personality, however. One’s personality type does not determine if
you are going to be successful. Your
awareness of it does. A recent study
of 500,000 people showed 82 percent of top performers were highly
self-aware while only two percent
of unsuccessful performers were.
So, it is not about changing yourself, it is about putting yourself in
situations where you can use your
natural strengths.
The 50 people profiled in the
book include famous news reporter Diane Sawyer, business moguls
and CEOs of successful companies

such as Donald Trump, along with
Baruch’s president, Dr. Waldron.
After using Zichy’s assessment
procedure, Dr. Waldron was able
to assess her personality as a gold,
which is generally characterized as
responsible, thorough and wanting
to pass on tradition. When discussing her Color Q personality this
past Friday, Dr. Waldron stated she
believes she is a rising blue — this
may mean many transformations
for Baruch, as blues are characterized by wanting to change things.
Dr. Waldron, who spoke of
leadership at the conference, says
to explore your options if you are a
student who has not yet chosen a
career path.
“Research fields of interest,
reach out to individuals who are
in those fields and ask lots of questions. Find out what the challenges
are in those specific professions,
and the insight into the true job
requirements. Then, you’ll know
better if a good fit is likely, and also
how to market yourself appropriately and if a graduate degree is
needed for career advancement.
Entry level positions can give a college graduate a unique perspective
on possible career paths and are
essentially a foot in the door,” she
said.
For more information, read Career Match, available in Baruch’s
Bookstore.
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Poignant new view on the war
<An innovative
documentary opens
unique window
on the Iraq war
BY HASSAN ZUBAIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Brian Palmer, filmmaker and former CNN correspondent, screened
his documentary “Full Disclosure:
A Reporter’s Journey Toward Truth
in Iraq” on Thursday at the BPAC’s
Engleman Recital Hall.
After a brief introduction by
history Professor Katherine Pence,
Palmer opened the floor to comments, but encouraged the audience to ask provocative, hard questions. It was soon obvious that his
approach to reporting the events in
Iraq was essentially to tell the truth
about the situation there. He avoided political rhetoric and wanted to
report the most mundane content.
Palmer pays a lot of emphasis
on the role of American soldiers in
the documentary.
In the most up-to-date and
well-reported military intervention
ever, Palmer was embedded three
times with the 1st Battalion/2nd
Marines between 2004 and 2006.
He recalled how he had wanted to
avail the opportunity to report as
an embedded journalist.
At one point in the film, a soldier shot at the head of an Iraqi, be-

lieved to be an insurgent, to make
sure he was dead. After thinking
about why he added the clip to the
film, he mentioned how his loyalty
is to the country and to report the
truth.
Though, he did point out how it
would be premature and inappropriate for him to judge the actions
in the given circumstances. When
asked about why he included
graphic footage, Palmer became
very serious and confidently told
how he promised parents of deceased soldiers that he would continue to inform the truth.
An audience member asked
whether there is something morally unethical about working for the
military, to kill people for a living.
Palmer, a once pacifist, stressed
how the “troops are instruments of
American foreign policy” and have
no time to think about a particular
operation.
The
common
perspective
among soldiers is that they think
the “U.S. mission is unclear” but
really wanted to avoid being asked
about politics. One soldier in the
documentary plainly said, “We’re
in it,” explaining how there is no
reason to discuss why they are
there in the first place. Another
viewpoint made clear was that they
are in contact with the military.
More importantly, a large majority
of the troops said how in some way,
shape or form, they are helping out
Iraqis.
On patrol of a neighborhood,

Correction:
•

In the last issue, a student’s question regarding putting trust in candidates that are part of the current government was quoted in “USG
debate pits students against student reps” — the student was misidentified as Elvis Gonzalez. The student who asked the question
was Lorenzo Smith.

a soldier asked a group of Iraqis
“any English” and upon hearing silence said he “hate[s] this country.”
To better deal with the situation
on the ground, troops should be
taught some Arabic and regional
culture. There is a need for soldiers
who specialize in negotiating and
resolving basic civil conflicts, according to the filmmaker.
Another very powerful video
showed U.S. troops patrolling the
streets, instructing an Iraqi to bring
down a poster of the Muqtada alSadr, an insurgent leader blamed
for the surge in violence. A young
soldier then walked over the poster.

Without hesitation and in a serious
tone, he told Palmer that he wanted
to stop the violent insurgent propaganda and hoped the people themselves would take the initiative to
improve Iraq.
Brian Palmer recommends everyone, especially people interested in learning more about international conflicts, to read Chris
Hedges’s bestselling War Is a Force
That Gives Us Meaning. People interested in finding more about Brian Palmer or “Full Disclosure,” visit
his blog at bxpnyc.typepad.com.

The Ticker turns
75 years old!
Join us for a
summer celebration
on campus.
Wednesday, June 6.

Internet may not be for everyone
BY JACK TEBELE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

John Pham, a third-year student
majoring in public affairs, recently
won the undergraduate Briloff Prize
in Ethics. His paper, “Web Accessibility and Equal Access to Information: The Impact of the Americans
with Disabilities Act on the Internet,” was written for the William
and Anita Newman Library’s information and society class.
This class is interdisciplinary
and is cross-listed as a class for
three concentrations: library studies, communication and public
affairs. As a result of this flexibility, each of the classes are diverse,
made up of students of different
majors, interests and standings.
One of the goals of the class is to
be able to see the value in information and subsequently locate that
information. There are relatively
few issues in society that are not affected by the flow of information.
Pham’s paper was originally an
assigned term paper for his class.
After handing in his paper, he was

encouraged to moderately revise it
so that it could be entered into the
contest because of its rich content.
Pham’s paper explored the application of the American with
Disabilities Act to the world of cyberspace. Although the ADA has
already affected the rules and regulations that individuals and businesses must follow, until recently,
the Internet has not been a large
topic of discussion.
The Internet presents vast
amounts of information and capabilities to society for research, entertainment and shopping. Nevertheless, if persons with disabilities
cannot gain access to this same information, are segments of citizens
being deprived of the freedom to
browse the Internet just because of
circumstances beyond their control? Or, is this a needless expense
for individuals operating a business
for a targeted group of individuals?
There are those who believe the
ADA should apply to the Internet,
while others disagree. It is important to understand that there are
different software programs that

read Web sites aloud for the visually impaired. Many small business
owners who have Web sites have
been served with lawsuits because
of the omission of certain tags or
language, which would cost little
to no additional money, that help
the software to convert the Web
site properly. The absence of “ALT”
tags, for example, makes it impossible for graphics to be available to
the visually impaired.
This issue has been fought on a
national, state and local level. Thus
far, however, many individuals
from both perspectives are waiting
for the federal government to take a
stand and end this conflict.
Pham received a $500 check as a
reward for his paper at a ceremony
on March 5. He was accompanied
by Professor Jerry Bornstein, deputy chief librarian for public services,
as well as Pham’s instructor. Pham
strongly recommends this class to
everyone because he believes that
it teaches students to actualize the
potential knowledge found in information resources.
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Did you know ...
This year’s voter turnout for the USG elections was
approximately 16 percent of the student body, a significant
increase from the 3 percent turnout last year.

Baruch’s new strategy for failing the CPA exam
TERRY BALKARAN, ABUBAKER
DAUD , ABRAHAM TAWIL AND TONY
TINKER
Aug. 1, 2009 is Red-Letter day for Baruch’s
accounting students. Beyond that date, an
undergraduate degree will no longer be accepted for the registration of the New York
State CPA exam.
A new policy states that 150 hours of
approved course credits and an approved
MBA/MS will be required. To obtain the additional 26 course credits, Baruch’s undergraduates will need access to an MBA/MS
program. According to the Accountancy
Department’s own internal estimates, between two-thirds and three quarters of the
existing undergraduate cohort won’t meet
the GMAT and GPA entrance requirements
for Baruch’s own graduate programs. That
leaves more than 300 students out in the
cold.
Why would Baruch impose entrance
barriers that deprive their own undergraduates from CPA-exam access? Because high
GMAT/GPA entrance requirements “sell”
Baruch’s MBA/MS programs. They are used
to signify “quality” for boosting Newsweek
and U.S. News & World Report rankings.
These rankings attract out-of-state and overseas students and their corporate sponsors.
A Newsweek and U.S. News & World Report imprimatur attracts student-fees (a
large slice of which lands in the Baruch faculty bank). Faculty cannot afford to give undergraduates access to graduate programs
because it would kill the goose that lays the
golden eggs.
In anticipation of 2009, Baruch is already
switching resources out of the CPA-centric
undergraduate program to the MBA/MS
program. The strain on the undergraduate program is beginning to show. The latest 2005 CPA pass-rates, published by the
National Association of State Boards of Accountancy, paints an ominous picture.
The table at right was compiled from the
NASBA data. It compares the performance
of Baruch students with those from 11 other New York area schools. Of those schools
whose students passed all four parts of the
exam, Baruch students came in fifth — lagging behind NYU, Brooklyn College, Fordham and Hofstra. Of those schools whose
students just passed “some” parts, Baruch
came in eighth. Baruch came in sixth among
schools whose students failed all four parts.
Part of the problem is that, over the years,
so-called “research” faculty have displaced
CPA-credentialed adjunct-faculty at Baruch.
Research faculty do not actually publish
much; they are only hired (from the bottomdrawer of so-called top schools) so Baruch
can brag about its “world-class faculty.” This
also helps sell those graduate programs that
put money in the faculty bank.
The quality of undergraduate teaching
(and thus Baruch’s CPA pass-rate) is the
price paid for these “world-class recruits.”
Rarely do these would-be researchers possess a CPA, and often they have taken fewer
accounting classes than the students that
they teach. The department chair of the Accounting Department at Baruch isn’t a CPA,
and she does not have a PhD in accounting.
The few faculty who are professionally
credentialed often don’t bother to list their
qualifications on the Baruch Web site. In
contrast, schools that beat Baruch in the
NASBA ratings typically require new faculty

to hold a CPA, or obtain one before promotion. Unfortunately, in staffing at Baruch,
form trumps substance.
When Baruch undergraduates learn that
from 2009 on, a brick wall stands between
them and a CPA, they will begin to drift elsewhere. As the word gets out, undergraduate
enrollment will decline. This won’t matter
to regular faculty who are feeding from the
graduate program largesse. Adjuncts, followed by untenured faculty, are likely to be
the first casualties.
Adjunct faculty contraction is already
underway at considerable cost to undergraduate CPA-aspirants. Adjuncts usually
have up-to-date knowledge and experience about the CPA exam and careers in
the profession. Terry Balkaran, a highly
experienced teacher and a very successful
CPA practitioner, was “not-rehired” because
he had the temerity to object to a textbook
adoption that was not CPA-exam compliant.
Bert Merchant and Godfrey Block were also
exemplary teachers who fell victim to the
purging of CPA-credentialed adjuncts.
The vital Introductory Accounting
Course (ACC 2101) has also not escaped the
axe. ACC 2101 is the foundational course for
undergraduates. Compromising this foundation undermines all of a student’s subsequent studies. The switch to employing
doctoral students was instigated to preserve
the college’s funding. The educational needs
of ACC 2101 students were not paramount
in this decision. The doctoral program is
another “selling” accessory that permits Baruch to brag it is a research — not a teaching
— school.
The firing of Balkaran is emblematic of
the undergraduate program downgrading.
Balkaran failed to understand that, at Baruch, educational considerations are not
always paramount in selecting textbooks.
While Baruch has a center for financial integrity, where conflicts of interest are presumably deplored, the same faculty are allowed to require their own students to buy
books they have authored, and thereby collect a royalty-check from a captive customer
— for what might be a second-rate product.
The school and/or departments often
receive side-payments from publishers for
adopting certain textbooks. Many universities prohibit such practices, require faculty
to pay royalties to a student society and/or
put textbook adoption before an independent committee. At Baruch, there is no policy at all.
What can Baruch undergraduates do after 2009? Success on the GMAT requires a
$3,800-plus test-prep course — a bit steep
for many Baruch students. Of course, the
faculty could upgrade the undergraduate
program with qualified teachers and divert
some of the lucre from the graduate program
treasure trove to pay for GMAT and CPA testprep courses. Instead, Baruch is offering the
300-plus endangered students several booby prizes. There are now special tracks in
internal auditing, finance and management
accounting — none of which hold a candle
to a CPA career — and a smattering of fellowships to offset the test prep costs.
There is still time to change things at Baruch, but it will require a concerted effort on
the part of concerned faculty and students
to overcome formidable financial interests.
Right now, the faculty is hoping that no one
will notice that we are heading for a 2009
shipwreck.

Adapted from
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE BOARDS OF
ACCOUNTANCY 2005 REVISED CANDIDATE PERFORMANCE
ON THE UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION
Select New York Area Schools ranked by “Passing All,”
“Passing Some,” and “Passing None” CPA Exam Parts

SCHOOL

No. of
Candidates

School
ranking
“Passing
All”

School
ranking
“Passing
Some”

School
ranking
“Passing
None”

NYU
Brooklyn
Fordham
Hofstra
Baruch
Pace NY
St. Johns
Pace
Pleasantville
Queens
Adelphi
Hunter
Lehman

102
59
81
111
391
92
104
58

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
3
6
2
8
4
5
7

12
10
7
11
6
8
9
5

175
27
65
32

9
10
11
12

9
10
11
12

2
3
2
1

FROM THE MAILBOX
Dear Club Officers,
I’d like to clarify any misunderstandings that may have resulted from
an article published by The Ticker last
week.
Club budgets for the upcoming year are
allocated based on the surplus and the projected income. The only way to avoid relying on projected income is to allocate funds
in the fall semester. But even then, you have
to rely on projections for the spring semester. Projections have remained accurate for
many years, and it is my job, in conjunction
with Carolyn Privette (assistant manager of
the Student Services Accounting Unit,) to ensure we never end up in a deficit or near one.
Though it has been the practice of student
governments in the past, it is unfair to you.
Your club cannot, then, host events until the
budget is approved. I know many of you have
encountered this problem this year.
The surplus for the budgets for clubs and
organizations accumulates when clubs don’t
spend their allocated budget. That surplus
has not been spent. It wasn’t touched, even
when the Multipurpose room was renovated.
I have worked in buffers to ensure that there
is always funding for your programs. In fact,
I’m working to ensure that funds for clubs
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and organizations are locked
in to fund only clubs’ budgets
and appeals. As I stated at the
meeting about renovating the
clubroom area, there is about
$75,000 of surplus available
still. Many of you have agreed to spend it on
the renovation; however, I am still looking
into other options to cover that expense. Regardless, the surplus will not be spent without consulting you, it is your money.
Lastly, I’d like to restate what I have said
so many times: student government funds
programs, not clubs. Students pay the student activity fees for activities. Therefore, no
club is given preference over another.
There are only two weeks left to submit
your budgets. I encourage you to work with
your future club officers to ensure that your
proposed programs reflect their plans for the
upcoming year. Budgets submitted this year
will be available to you at the very beginning
of the summer so you can plan your events
successfully.
Thank you,
Khanna Tsymuk
Treasurer
Undergraduate Student Government
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Action vs. reaction:
the tragedy of policy
in retrospect
SHERVAN SEBASTIAN
There appears to be a pervasive attitude
in American culture that limits the discussion of major issues that affect our society
after a major tragedy has occurred. One only
needs to look at some recent issues to realize we tend not to discuss serious issues on a
national stage until the wake of an unforgettable, but preventable, catastrophic event.
Examples of this action and response
attitude are: airline security after Sept. 11,
corporate governance after the Enron and
WorldCom scandals, race discussions after
Don Imus’ remarks and now the issue of gun
control after the terrible mass murder of students and staff at the Virginia Tech campus
on April 16.
Of course we all understand the difficulty
of raising widespread awareness and action
in a country of 300 million without a galvanizing incident to point to as a reason to discuss and perhaps change certain elements of
society. This was evident in the widespread
support for legislation such as Megan’s law
after the rape and murder of eight-year-old
Megan Kanka by a sex offender who lived
undocumented across the street.
But, we should also understand that it is
at these crossroads that we tend to be the
most irrational and leap to the completely
opposing end of the spectrum, as is apparent in the U.S. sanctioning of torture at the
Guantanamo Naval base in Cuba or the extraordinary rendition program that damaged
U.S. credibility abroad. There always needs
to be a reasonable response to tragedies and
in the case of excessive response, a return to
rationality after the emotional pique of the
event has subsided.

The topic of gun control has been an issue that has always existed in this country,
as the right to bear arms is a right as old as
the country itself. But at what point do we
have a serious discussion of how, where and
when guns are sold at a college community,
and what the overall impact is for society at
large? This country has the highest incident
of gun crimes of any developed country in
the world and this is largely due to relaxed
gun laws and the culture of violence that exists as part of our daily entertainment.
Now, just as many of us were uncertain
about the appropriate response to Imus’
comments last week, due to our belief in
freedom of speech, many of us are as uncertain this week about what should be done
to prevent the reoccurring theme of college
and high school students resolving their issues with multiple weapons and a huge
cache of ammunition. I am not a person
who casually returns my inaliable rights due
to an irrational or unexplored fear. I do believe, however, that we cannot accept such
a catastrophic event without discussing the
means used to commit the crime in the first
place.
Clearly there is no right answer that could
or should be given to the college community. Still, there should be consideration of the
use and effects of guns in this country and
whether or not there are any collective measures we are willing to take to address this
issue and hopefully prevent tragedies such
as the massacre at Virginia Tech from reoccurring. We all have a responsibility to act
in the best interest of our country; not only
after devastation but whenever we can find
ideas that make more sense than others.

VIRTUAL CANDAL FOR VA . TECH I FACEBOOK.COM

We are all Virginia Tech
ANDREW IAN JOZEFIAK
On a chilly Monday morning, America
once again suffered the consequences of a
mass shooting. We are shocked not only at
the fact that this crime occurred on a university campus, but also at the sheer number of
victims. Both weapons used in the massacre
were purchased legally and Cho Seung-Hui
did not have a previous criminal history,
though he was described by both school officials and classmates as a “loner.” As an English major, he wrote several plays, now easily
accessible on AOL, which are extremely violent. Various classmates reportedly dropped
classes that he enrolled in because they
feared him. His professor brought this to the
attention of law officers, but since the poems
and plays did not indicate any specific intention to commit a crime, no further action
could be taken at that point in time. Other
students complained about Seung-Hui’s actions including aggressive IM messages and
what were believed to be suicidal tendencies.
Seung-Hui was a disturbed individual,
who had planned this massacre in advance,
placing chains on various exits in Norris Hall
and purchasing weapons months before the

tragedy. The two-hour break between the
dorm and the Norris Hall shootings lead various early investigators to believe that they
were separate incidents.
Facebook.com allowed friends and families of the victims to learn about their condition and create virtual memories using global groups. This outpouring of affection was
displayed in groups that quickly surpassed
200,000 members such as “A tribute to those
who passed at the Virginia Tech Shooting.” An
online Web site called MyDeathSpace.com
had links to the various MySpace and Facebook profiles of the victims. These profiles
reflect on the lives of individuals who died
because one man felt that a mass homicide
and his own suicide were his only option.
Mr. Cho does not seem to fit into the classic stereotype of a serial killer, but a 2000 NY
Times analysis of over 100 separate rampage
killings found that seven of the perpetrators
were Asian, a number in line with the percentage of Asians in the overall population.
Tragedies such as Virginia Tech have occurred in the past, and unfortunately, using
history as a guide, it is impossible to prevent
other occurrences. All we can do is hope that
individuals that are in need of psychiatric
help are able to obtain it at an early stage.
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The effect of funds sent home
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
for personal use, or they attempt
to finance passages of those who
wish to emigrate.
Personally, I am able to say that
my parents transfer many funds
back home to Jamaica because
the cost of living there is extremely
high. A small survey that I conducted among my peers revealed
that three out of five families send
money back home to help with living expenses.
Without this monetary support
their standards of living would
be immensely affected. There are
many times when family members
back home will have an immediate
need for money and they usually
receive the money the following
day.
This is due to the many money
transfer institutions here in the
United States, such as Western
Union and MoneyGram.
My parents are willing to help
not only because the people back
home are our family, but they also
remember the hard times they had
when they were in a similar situation.
Remittances involve much
more than simply sending money
to home countries. For example,
food, clothing, medicine, tools
and a range of domestic consumer
goods are frequently transported
to the home country. Also important is the use of family savings,
frequently imparted by established
immigrants, to provide a higher
level of education for family members back home.
Finally, one of the most important benefits is the transfer of human capital. Many immigrants arrive in the host country as unskilled
workers and are able to be trained,
offering them a higher salary and
therefore increasing the amounts
that they remit.
It also allows these people to
obtain higher earnings in their host
country. Such capacity building is
highly beneficial and provides an
indirect but crucial contribution.
The sums sent home by immigrants are often essential and
substantial. Remittances are the
principle sources of hard currency
in small islands. It is estimated that
farm workers in the United States
remit between one-third to onehalf of their earnings to their families in Jamaica.
Contributions of remittances to
individual households are equally
impressive. In 2004, remittances
to developing countries from overseas residents and nonresident
workers exceeded $126 billion or
1.8 percent of GDP.
Remittances are more significant to low-income countries than
to developing countries. In 2003,
remittances to low income countries were 3.3 percent of GDP and
18.5 percent of imports; in countries with a large upper-middle
class they were 1.3 percent of GDP
and 4 percent of imports.
In nominal terms, the top recipients of remittances included
several large countries like China,
India, Mexico, Pakistan and the
Philippines. Remittances as a share
of GDP were larger in smaller and
poorer countries such as Haiti, Jordan, Tonga and Moldova.
Although remittances fuel
spending, there isn’t much evidence to show that they have added to sustained growth. Instead,
the infusion of outside cash often
distorts the local economy and
may diminish long-term prospects
for growth.
The flood of money from abroad
can raise the value of local curren-

cies, making it
harder for exporters to compete because the
effective price
of their goods
goes up. Meanwhile, about 85
percent of the
money goes to
pay the daily
bills of people
left behind, with
little left over for
savings and investment.
Immigrants
may eventually
return to retire
in their home
nations, not to
help build their
economies.
Remittances
are sometimes
seen as a ‘bandaid’ on developmental problems because
MAP: INSTITUTIONALINVESTOR.COM CHART: THE ECONOMIST
remittances
alone
cannot From left: Remittances to Central and South America, total amounts remitted to countries worldwide.
turn poor counBelow: Historical trends in remittances.
tries into richer
ones.
According to Bob Davis, a writThe 10 largest sources and re- much optimism that remittances
er for The Wall Street Journal, “the cipients in the last decade include are a source of economic develgains in consumption financed both developed and developing opment. If handled and invested
from abroad could fuel the econ- countries. The United States, not properly though, many long-term
omy of home communities”. But surprisingly, is the largest source benefits could be realized.
paradoxically, the easy money and four countries in the Middle
Given that capital is in short
from remittances leads to a fall, East (Saudi Arabia, Israel, Kuwait- supply in poorer countries, it is not
rather than a rise, in domestic sav- and Oman) are among the 10 larg- unreasonable to expect that remitings as a percentage of gross do- est.
tances might have a significant demestic product.
Of the $111 billion in total remit- velopmental impact.
The investment rate as a per- tances in 2002, about three-fourths
What seems clear is that recentage of GDP stagnates as well. or $80 billion went to developing mittances are detrimental to the
For example, between 1999 and countries. The bulk of internation- long-term prospects for economic
2005, remittances doubled to $2.8 al remittances do not flow to the improvement in most societies.
billion, but the corresponding poorest countries. Nearly half of all On the contrary, remittances may
countries limped along at an an- remittances received by develop- even be adding to the deterioranual growth rate of just 2.4 percent, ing countries are received in lower- tion of the already problem-ridden
which is too low for a poor country middle-income countries.
economies of some poor nations.
to advance.
Evidence does not provide
Soaring remittances have also
boosted real estate prices in most
home communities to price levels
that locals cannot afford without
outside help. This also reduces the
incentive of remittance receivers
to work at home, as their wages
are a pittance compared to what
their relatives make in the United
States.
In order for countries to reduce
poverty on a sustained basis and to
create a middle class, they need to
invest these remittances in sustainable assets that generate growth.
It is the opinion of many economists that, if invested properly, remitted funds may have an impact
that is nearly three times their initial amount.
The challenge then becomes
ensuring that this potential is fully
realized. The first step is making
sure that transaction fees to receive
remittances are lowered.
A second objective would be to
move away from cash-to-account
toward account-to-account remittances. Doing so could broaden
the deposit accounts of the home
country’s financial institutions. The
deposits could then be employed
to finance local projects through
personal investment or via loans
by these very banks.
An official channel for steady
flows of remittances in hard currency can now be created, thereby
benefiting the national balance of
payments.
Such flows, which may represent a significant portion of gross
national product, would reassure
foreign partners and investors,
provide a foundation for interest
income and support sound planning of public finances.
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CAREER
CORNER
BY STARR CAREER
DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CAREER QUESTIONS?
E-MAIL US AT:
CAREERDC@BARUCH.CUNY.EDU
Dear Career Corner,
I was scheduled for an
interview for a part-time job
yesterday, but when I woke
up in the morning, I wasn’t
feeling well, so I didn’t go to
the interview. Should I have
called to cancel?
—Tummy Ache
Dear Tummy,
It is very important to call
an employer to cancel an interview. The employer was
expecting you and had set
aside the time.
Would you make a date to
meet a friend and leave him
or her standing on a corner
if you couldn’t make it? You
always need to follow up and
behave politely and professionally. Remember, employers see you as representing Baruch and judge us all,
based on your behavior.
—Career Corner
Dear Career Corner,
I had several interviews in
the last month but have been
rejected by the companies I
interviewed with. What can
I do?
—Funny Gal
Dear Funny,
Did you know the Starr
Career Development Center
offers one on one mock interviews, where you can sit
with a counselor or Peer for
Careers to practice your interview skills?
It’s a great way to improve
your interview skills so you
have a better chance when
you interview next time.
In the mock interview,
you are asked real interview
questions and give your answers and then the counselor offers you suggestions on
how you can improve your
interview skills.
You can even have your
interview videotaped so
you can see if there are any
mannerisms or gestures you
might be making that might
distract the interviewer, and
to make sure you are using
good posture, eye contact
and facial expressions that
show interest in the position.
You can make an appointment for a mock interview by
stopping by the SCDC at VC
2-150, or calling our appointment line at 646-312-4674.
You can also come for one
of the many interview workshops that are offered; and
if you had an on-campus interview, you can come by the
CDC to see if the employer
left any feedback or tips on
how you can improve.
Most importantly, don’t
get discouraged! It can take a
few interviews before you get
the offer — so don’t give up!
—Career Corner
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Using options for leverage and risk management
BY MONIFA CRAWFORD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Options began trading at the
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) in
1982. Since then, trading volume in
these contracts has grown dramatically, placing them consistently
on lists of the most actively traded
contracts in the world. They have
become indispensable tools for
risk management and speculative
trading.
However, many potential users
have yet to tap these markets and
take advantage of the many benefits
they offer. One of the major reasons
for that is the frequently expressed
perception that options are too difficult and time-consuming to learn.
But that is not the case.
Since options are virtually synonymous with flexibility, let’s begin by getting a sense of the range
of possibilities. First, assume you
manage an equity portfolio. Because you own 100 percent equities, your market exposure looks

like this:
If the market goes up, your portfolio gains in value. But if the market goes down, so does the value of
your stocks. What if you do not want
to assume this much risk to declining prices? What if the market is
headed for a major downturn?
By using options, you could create a position that would change
the performance of your portfolio.
Your payout would look like chart
1. Notice that this position provides
downside protection while allowing you to participate in a bull market.
CBOT financial options enjoy
huge daily volume. That means the
market can handle virtually any size
transaction and more importantly,
you can exit or alter positions easily
and for minimal cost.
Reversing a position before expiration usually requires renegotiation with your original counterparty — frequently at terms dictated by
them. Exchange trading allows you
to exit or alter your positions more
easily.
Because CBOT options trade
in an open, competitive marketplace, you can be assured of securing competitive and fair prices.
All trades are cleared through the
Board of Trade Clearing Corporation, which is an institution with
an exceptional record for ensuring
integrity.
There are also many additional
advantages to option buyers such
as:
No obligation: As implied by
their name, options provide buyers with a right, not an obligation to
buy or sell the underlying contract.
Limited Risk: Once an option
is purchased, a buyer’s maximum
risk is strictly limited to the initial
amount (the premium) paid to acquire the position.

Chart 1 - Buying Call Options
Buyers (also called holders) of call options have the right to assume a
long position in the underlying security at a specified strike price.

Chart 2 - Writing Call Options
Sellers (also called writers) of call options are obligated to assume the
corresponding short position, should the buyers choose to exercise the call.

Chart 3 - Buying Put Options
Buyers have the right to assume a short position in the
underlying stock at the specified strike price.

Chart 4 - Writing Put Options
Sellers are obligated to assume the corresponding long
position, should the buyers choose to exercise the put.

No Margin Calls: Technically,
option buyers and sellers must post
margin, but that margin will never
exceed the initial premium. That
means no margin calls for option
buyers.
Staying Power: With no demand for additional cash outlays,
option buyers can typically maintain their market position even in
the event of short-term adverse
price movements. Option buyers
enjoy “staying power.”
Intrinsic Value
The amount realized by the option holder if she/he were to exercise her/his option immediately.
An option that has positive intrinsic value is said to be in the money
(current price is higher than strike
price). As you can see, options of-

Premium: How much does
the option cost?
Expiration Date: How long
does it last?
Call or Put: Does it grant the
right to buy, “go long,” or sell,
“go short”?
Strike Price: At what price?

fer many benefits. Several terms are
crucial to understanding the basic
mechanics of options.
Now that you are familiar with
the most important terminology,
you can begin to see how to use op-

tions on financial futures. The range
of possible applications for options
on financial futures are limitless.
Below are two examples that show
how options might be applied for
risk management purposes:
Situation 1: A rumored takeover
of a company might be announced
in the next few days.
Objective: You want to profit
from the expected rally while limiting your loss potential if the rumor
turns out false.
Strategy: Buy call options in the
company.
Why? If you anticipate an increase in the share price, buying
call options offers the opportunity
to earn a highly leveraged profit,
while taking limited risk, which is
only the premium.
Situation 2: A company has had
sub-par performance and has issued a profit warning. You believe
that the company will miss analysts’ earnings projections.
Objective: You want to profit
from the potential bearish move
while limiting your losses in case
the market stays flat or even rallies.
Strategy: Buy put options on
the stock.
Why? A put option purchase offers the same benefits and advantages of buying calls, but in reverse
– it is used when a bearish move
is expected instead of a bull move.
You will realize a profit on the position as long as the option’s intrinsic
value at expiration is greater than
the amount you paid for it. The premium is the most you can lose in a
put purchase.

If you are interested in writing for the
business section, please email
tickerbiz@gmail.com
Get the experience you need to succeed in finance!

SOURCE FOR ALL GRAPHS: WIKIPEDIA

Above: the payoff and profit structure for buying and writing calls and puts.
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CUNY students help rebuild after Katrina

ALYSSA WICK I THE TICKER

OLIVIA LIN I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Left: Two years after hurricane Katrina. Right: Participants of the Alternative Spring Break Program.
nCONTINUED FROM FRONT
April 2, 19 months after Hurricane
Katrina struck the city. While other
Baruch College students on spring
break got ready to party and make
up for lost sleep, we prepared to rebuild houses and renew hope.
We arrived at Camp Hope, a
facility established by Community Collaborations to shelter and
feed volunteers. Six hundred people filled the rooms of the former
school building that week — 1000
arrived the week before. This was
clearly not the Waldorf Astoria. Our
furniture was made up of cots and
bunk beds. Our toilets and showers were either portable or broken.
The recreational facilities included
what was once a gym and a makeshift lounge. Our meals consisted
of a 6 a.m. breakfast, a peanut butter and jelly sandwich and a dinner
tray. The only thing in unlimited
supply was canned FEMA “Filtered
Drinking Water.” It was so abundant
and repulsive, that it inspired the
brave to host a FEMA water-drinking contest.
Our no frills accommodations
and daily schedules left little room
for nonsense: we were there to work.
After breakfast, we grabbed gloves,
hard hats, goggles and work boots,
and got on the cheese-bus by 7
a.m. We then drove to our worksite,
Musician’s Village, a former bustling artists’ haven, now a jumble of
buildings in various states of abandonment and “Homes in a Box” in
various states of completion.
“We passed countless neighborhoods of rotting houses with garbage, cars and debris littered everywhere. My throat clogged up,” said
Olivia Lin, a sophomore at Hunter
College. “Where was the federal
aid? Why did the city look like Hurricane Katrina struck weeks ago instead of almost two years ago?”
From there, volunteers disbursed to work locations, under
the guidance of understaffed Habitat for Humanity workers. We did
whatever needed to be done. Tasks
included building staircases, taking
down doorframes, mixing cement
and putting up roof shingles. We
learned that a reciprocating saw is
more than a horror-movie murder
weapon and that many errors precede a job well done.
At times, however, we grew frustrated by how little our individual
tasks seemed to matter.

Diana Kuruvilla, a sophomore
at Brooklyn College, described her
experience after spending a day on
erecting a fencepost. “The street
our house was located on was surrounded by dilapidated houses ...
I wondered if our work was truly
helpful, or rather pointless. How
can two houses on a 20-house
street resurrect themselves, only to
be amongst a constant reminder of
the disaster that took place?”
The frustration turned to desperation after we toured the levees

“We passed countless
neighborhoods of
rotting houses with
garbage, cars and debris
littered everywhere …
Where was the federal
aid? Why did the city
look like Hurricane
Katrina struck weeks
ago instead of almost
two years ago?”
-Olivia Lin

with Professor Stephen Nelson,
a geologist at Tulane University.
Nelson described the missteps that
occurred in the construction of
New Orleans — errors which were
recognized, but ignored. He explained that the Army Corps. of Engineers used antiquated data from
the 1920s, and measurements that
were too low to withstand a Category three storm, when building
the levees. He explained that even
in the aftermath of Katrina, only the
places where the water breached
the levees were being reconstructed. If a hurricane hits at any other
point along the levee, another disaster would occur.
Understanding that the tragedy
occurred because of carelessness
challenged our own integrity. We
now had a large-scale comprehension of conscientious construction,
which we saw first-hand in our own

LONG TRAN I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Rebuilding the hurricane-struck houses.
rebuilding efforts.
“As an engineer in the making,
I really enjoyed Professor Nelson’s
presentation on how the Army
Corp. of Engineers’ errors helped
to submerge the depressed area
under a sea of water,” said Kareem
Douglas, a junior at City College. “It
is evident from his explanation that
if the levees were built with better care, the trauma that the area
endured would not have been so
great.”
Our work served another purpose. “Not only did the nails we
hammered, the walls we painted
and the homes we gutted bring
Louisiana a drop closer to recovery,
they also knitted us together as a
group,” said Katie Ferrari, freshman
at Queens College.
These relationships allowed us
to persevere against the depressing realities. If we were hopeless
just standing by and watching, how
much more so were the families
who experienced the trauma of
flood and wind, the grief of losing
loved ones and the disappointment
of living in crowded FEMA trailers a
year and a half after the disaster?
Rona King, a schoolteacher,
showed us pictures of what once

had been a home, but was now a
museum of memories, flooded up
to the ceiling, housing only mold.
James Gonzales shared stories of
rescuing flood victims and watching some die, trapped by the waters. They were outraged at the
government and bewildered by the
injustice. But they returned. They
came home. And they reminded us
why we were there.
“Whether it was painting, landscaping or playing with puppies at
the Animal Rescue Shelter, I was
doing something positive for a

community that desperately needed help,” said Lin.
The Alternative Spring Break
challenged us to re-examine our
own breaking point. It taught us
how important it is to keep on
keeping on, to go forward when the
destination is out of sight and to
partake in change even though the
result seems miniscule.
“I hope the experience is one
that will stay with these amazing
students throughout their lifetime,”
said Brooke Carter, honors advisor.
“I know it will for me.”

Top things to check out while in New Orleans:
We worked hard, but we played hard too! Below is a list of our four
favorite New Orleans hot spots.
1. Crawfish Boil — After a long workweek, hit up a friendly family
house/FEMA trailer on a Friday afternoon to sample some down South
home cookin’ and dancin’. Bring your own napkins!
2. Preservation Hall Band — Ticket: Five bucks.
Set: 30 minutes. Soulful, sweet jazz sounds: priceless.
3. Frenchman Street — Live bands, dancing, afro-cuban beats, the
lindy-hop and affordable drinks: all within a two-block radius.
4. Uptown — Calling all architecture majors! View palace-like
schools, colorful one-of-a-kind homes and campuses that make you
wish you went to an out-of-state college.
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Baruch hosts Holocaust memorial service
BY KAREN PELED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since my grandparents fled
Europe prior to the Holocaust, or
“Shoah” as it is called in Hebrew,
they didn’t perish, however their
siblings — who didn’t get out in
time — did not survive the genocide. I owed it to their memory
to attend the Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony, which took
place on Thursday, April 19 in
honor of Holocaust Memorial Day,
at Baruch. I didn’t know anyone
at the event but was welcomed by
Veronika Lacktman who thanked
me for attending and made me feel
welcome. She handed me an “Izkor” sticker, for remembrance, as
guests wearing white tops began to
fill the auditorium seats.
The event commenced with a
moment of silence and was followed by a reading. The crowd immediately became mesmerized by
the beautiful voice of Zhenya Andreyeva singing “Leorech Hayam”
(The Vastness of the Sea) accompanied by Ido Zaminashlany on the
guitar.
The beautiful music was followed by a reading from The Diary
of Anne Frank. Anne Frank was a
German-Jewish teenager forced
to go into hiding during the Holocaust. She spent 25 months during WWII hidden in an annex in
Amsterdam only to be captured by
the Nazis and deported to a concentration camp. She died in the
infamous Bergen-Belsen in 1945.
She was fifteen. Anne Frank kept
a diary where she wrote, “despite
everything I still believe people are
good at heart.”
I wish that I could believe that.
On a daily basis, all one has to do is
open a newspaper to read about the
depravity of the human mind. April

16 brought the worst mass shooting
in U.S. history at Virginia Tech, in
Blacksburg, VA. This was a senseless murder of 32 innocent people.
One of the victims, a professor,
tried to block the shooter from entering the classroom, allowing his
students to flee to safety. His name
was Liviu Librescu. He was 76 and a
Holocaust survivor from Romania.
Had he perished in the Holocaust
he would not have been there on
that day, saving young lives from
death.
Kalman Sultanik is 90 years old.
He is a Holocaust survivor and was
an honored guest speaker at the
event. He devoted his life to ensuring that we, the next generation,
never forget what happened. He
was a member of the Holocaust
Council under Elie Wiesel, was on
the Holocaust Museum Committee, was a member and vice chairman of the International Council
of the Aushwitz Museum, chairman of the WZO American Section,
vice chairman of the United Israel
Appeal and vice president of the
World Jewish Congress.
Sixty-five years ago he was a
young man in Poland standing before the Germans. They were doing
“selection.” They told his mother,
father and two sisters to step to
the side. They told him to go to the
other side. The “sides” meant life
or death. One “side” meant you
would be sent to a labor camp,
the other “side” a death camp. His
father couldn’t bear to leave his
wife and daughters to slaughter so
he pushed Kalman to the side and
returned to face certain death with
the women. He wanted Kalman to
live, so he could find his two brothers and take care of them.
After hearing this kind old man
who reminded me of grandpa tell

FLICKR.COM

We remember the victims of
April 16, 2007:
* Ross Abdallah Alameddine
* Christopher James Bishop
* Brian Roy Bluhm
* Ryan Christopher Clark
* Austin Michelle Cloyd
* Jocelyne Couture-Nowak
* Kevin P. Granata
* Matthew Gregory Gwaltney
* Caitlin Millar Hammaren
* Jeremy Michael Herbstritt
* Rachael Elizabeth Hill
* Emily Jane Hilscher
* Jarrett Lee Lane
* Matthew Joseph La Porte
* Henry J. Lee

* Liviu Librescu
* G.V. Loganathan
* Partahi Mamora Halomoan
Lumbantoruan
* Lauren Ashley McCain
* Daniel Patrick O’Neil
* J. Ortiz-Ortiz
* Minal Hiralal Panchal
* Daniel Alejandro Perez
* Erin Nicole Peterson
* Michael Steven Pohle, Jr.
* Julia Kathleen Pryde
* Mary Karen Read
* Reema Joseph Samaha
* Waleed Mohamed Shaalan
* Leslie Geraldine Sherman
* Maxine Shelly Turner
* Nicole White

this horrific and tragic story, I am
proud to say there weren’t many
dry eyes in the room. I can’t imagine the pain he endured or that how
he continues to relive it to this day
so that we, the next generation, can
make sure our children and our
children’s children never forget.
Following this moving recount,
Ido Zaminashlany sang a song he
composed for this remembrance,
called “Lion,” which he sang with
moving, palpable emotion. Next,
Sally Fishberg, another Holocaust
survivor, recounted her story. She
was born in 1934 in Poland ssssssand would not be alive today if it
were not for the beneficent mercy
of righteous gentiles (non-Jews)
that risked their lives to save Jews
during the Holocaust.
She was only eight years old
when she went into hiding in an attic with 15 other family members,
most of them children under the
age of eight. Only 13 survived this
experience due to malnourishment
and starvation. She remembers the
German soldiers who were staying
in their home prior to getting an
order to exterminate them, as very
friendly, nice, intelligent people.
To this day she struggles with how
man is comprised of both good and
evil and has devoted her career to
this study.
This reminded me of an expert
on terror I heard speaking after the
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. He said,
“The reason America is not effective in the war on terror is based in
their inherent belief than all men
are good. They do not acknowledge
or want to acknowledge that pure
evil exists in the world. Until the
United States realizes this fact, they
will not be effective in striking out
evil.”
If you are not Jewish and think

JASCOPRODUCTS.COM

A candle lighting ceremony was held after the memorial
to pay tribute to those lost in the Holocaust.
that the Holocaust does not “speak
to you,” remember that those targeted included the mentally and
physically disabled, gypsies and
gays, as well as Catholics and gentiles harboring Nazi targets. One
may argue that evil is subjective. I
do not subscribe to this view. This
April the UK Department of Education and Skills stated, “Schools
in England are dropping the Holocaust from history lessons to avoid
offending Muslim pupils.” It goes
on to say, “Some teachers are reluctant to cover the atrocity for fear
of upsetting students whose beliefs
include Holocaust denial.”
An educational institution entrusted with preserving democratic
society and Western civilization has
decided to betray that trust. Members of educational institutions

must respond with alarm if this is
to be put to a stop. On April 19, the
EU agreed on new rules to combat
racism and hate crimes throughout
the 27 member union. This includes
jail sentences of up to three years if
a person is convicted of denying or
trivializing the Holocaust.
When Mr. Sultanik was asked
what he thought of Holocaust deniers he said that he was living
proof of the atrocities, and that he
lives in order to tell his life story
and to speak for those that cannot
speak again.
Lastly, the great story of the heroine Hannah Senesh was told. She
was a poet and entered Europe to
try to save Jews. She was captured
by the Nazis and executed. She was
23.
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Damon Rozier performing his comedy act last Thursday.

Comedy on wheels still
brings hearty laughs
n The Difference
Makers host
comedy event in
honor of Disability
Awareness Month
BY LAUREN LOEFFEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Damon Rozier may have a disability that forces him to tell his
jokes from a wheelchair, but don’t
assume that because of that he
won’t make you laugh until you cry
and hide behind your hands when
he calls you out in the audience for
wearing a weave, being old or daring to leave to go to the restroom.
Wearing a beige tracksuit and a
pair of dark brown leather shoes
that he constantly refers to and
admires, Damon was the special
guest for the event “Comedy on
Wheels” held by The Difference
Makers of Baruch on April 19.
Although Damon was apologetically late to the event, the
audience was still treated to an
hour-long comedy show that had
everyone in the audience laughing until their stomach hurt. Most
of his comedy focused on his “disability” and the obstacles that he
has to face — all with a comedic,
and slightly nonchalant twist. He
explained that after his motorcycle accident 10 years ago, he was
forced to make up a story to his
neighbors in Brownsville, Brooklyn
because he had to “sound tough.”
“When people see a black man in a
wheelchair, they assume they were
shot. I didn’t … I got stabbed … by
a midget.”
He talked about the “benefits”
of his wheelchair, which allows
him to skip the long lines at Six
Flags and grants him prime parking spots. He jokes that his friends

and family “use him” for this, and
as a result, he has seen more than
his fair share of Broadway plays.
He also touched on the difficulties
that his wheelchair brings him,
such as instances when his child is
bad and jumps onto the top bunk
of his bed, throwing pillows down
at him because Damon can’t reach
to make him stop. Damon was able
to make light of his disability and
show people that those who have
“disabilities” are more than able to
function in society. “I love my life
… life is what it is,” he said.
Jason Pruski, a junior industrial/organizational
psychology
major said that Damon was “very
witty,” even though Damon poked
fun at him by calling him Justin
Timberlake in the middle of his
set. Max May, who is a comedian
himself, said that the event was
overall “very humbling.”
Not only does Damon perform
nightly at some of the top comedy
clubs in New York City, including
the Improv and The Laugh Factory, but he has also participated
in the New York City marathon
for six years in a row, a feat that
many people who have the gift of
two working legs have never attempted.
For Disability Awareness Month,
the Disabilities Services staff at Baruch College have events geared
toward helping students who have
disabilities, as well as students and
faculty members who are interested
in learning more about how they
can play a part in helping them.
On April 24 at Baruch the staff is
hosting two events: “Career Development and Placement for College
Students With Disabilities” from
12:30-3:00 p.m. in VC 2-125 and
“The Key Ingredient to a Successful
Career for Students with Disabilities” earlier that day from 11:00 a.m.
until noon in VC 3-210. Please RSVP
at 646.312.4590 if you need special
accommodations.
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Cure party celebrates victory at preliminary results

n CONTINUED FROM FRONT

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Members and supporters of the CURE party react happily to the result of USG elections.
Students came out to vote April 17-19 in the Newman Library Building.

Snowdon, “We have to decide if it’s
beneficial for us to do.” The candidate said that he was upset by
the outcome because he wanted
to make changes on campus, but
plans to remain active in campus
life and may possibly join a student
organization. “I am still part of the
college and I will continue to do
things to help students,” he added.
Tsymuk echoed Snowdon’s
comments saying, “I’ll stay involved
in student life on campus. I think
that my team worked very hard and
it’s inspiring to see so many leaders
on campus,” she said.
Both Hernandez and Mary
Grace Torres, who claimed the
president and vice president position respectively, refused to comment on their party’s victory due to
lack of time.
The three parties campaigned
fiercely throughout the past week,
handing out countless flyers and
perks like free coffee and donuts.
On the last day of elections, S.O.U.L

parachuted hundreds of toy soldiers adorned with the party’s stickers from the second floor balcony
in the Vertical Campus. Hernandez
and his team, dressed in white lab
coats, greeted students in front of
the 24th Street entrance turnstiles.
However, the campaigning was
annoying to some students. “They
were harassing people to no end
and walking you to the library
building and just being really persistent, far beyond what’s normal,”
charged junior Haydee Rivas.
A senior, Ana Blue, rushed to
class through the maze of flyers
and students pushing her to vote
for them, which made her decide
not to vote at all. “They would have
to pay me to vote for anything,” she
said. “Who even knew what they
were running for?”
The elections ran from April 1719. Approximately 2,000 students
voted, constituting 17 percent of
the Baruch population.
Laura Ramirez contributed reporting to this article.
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Alexander Ney, From the lost continents
n The many faces
of terra cotta
come through
Ney’s meticulous
sculptures
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Whatever continent Russian
born artist Alexander Ney had in
mind when creating the intricate
pieces for his new show at the
Mimi Ferzt Gallery, causes one
to wonder why it was forgotten in
the first place. Wrought with such
painstaking precision, the heavily
ornate terra cotta sculptures could
very possibly be the remains of the
eighth world wonder.
The monotony of the terra cotta,
in the burnt sienna and moribund
white pieces alike, was broken up
by the minute differences in detailing executed by the artist’s hand
himself. Like a parable for the ages,
the sculptures are seemingly all
the same, yet it is upon further examination that we recognize the

individuality of each piece, allowing the viewer to comprehend the
key differences between Ney’s “Announcer” and “King.”
Appearing jagged and harsh,
the figures, particularly those of the
white terra cotta, embody a sort of
fluidity of life captured by the strikingly human resembling facial features, merely expounding on their
artist-given names. Though one
might think the white terra cotta
sculptures are ghastly, they appear
much more lively than those of redterra cotta, which utilize color and
variety but seem to depict charred
human remains.
Despite the fact that, “Lost Continent I” was a personal favorite, I
believe it is the impact of the predominant sculptures, whose meaning in societies both past and present are a symbol for both life and
death, resonate more deeply in the
hearts and minds of many.
The art of Alexander Ney provided a wonderful backdrop for
an evening of intellectual stimulation with an eclectic coupling of
individuals both young and old, all
artists in their own right. Though
the space was cramped and didn’t
justify the magnificence of the art-

ALEXANDERNEY.COM

Left: Beginner. Right: City Dream
work due to the awkward set-up,
the engagement was well worth it.
It was difficult to keep ones eyes
away from the intriguing sculptures
— true masterpieces — while in the
presence of the passionate creator
himself, whose eyes and hands
seemed forever marred by the tedious sculptural pointillism.

Reign Over Me closes an open wound

BY KEN K. TSÉ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With the release of 9/11 related films such as Fahrenheit 9/11
(2005), United 93 (2006) and World
Trade Center (2006), American audiences began asking whether or
not we were ready for films that
dealt with the disaster of 9/11.
Reign Over Me is the answer to that
question. Unlike the aforementioned films, which dealt with the
actual disaster and its political repercussions, Reign Over Me deals
with the healing process, especially
that of New York City’s.
The film begins with Alan Johnson (Don Cheadle) a successful,
but unhappy dentist who caters
to the upper-middle class crowd.
By chance, Alan runs into Charlie
Fineman (Adam Sandler), a former
college roommate, after years of
fruitless attempts to contact him.
Although Charlie says he does
not remember Alan, they begin to
rekindle a friendship as Charlie
drags Alan across Manhattan to
eat Chinese food, jam in Charlie’s
apartment and watch Mel Brooks’
re-screenings. Alan comments to
his wife, “I was stuck in Charlieworld.”
However, when Alan attempts
to discover just how Charlie is
holding up since his family’s death
on one of the planes that hit the
World Trade Center, Charlie lashes
out in anger, accusing Alan of being
“sent” by someone. We soon learn
that since his family’s death, he has
shut himself off from the outside

As Charlie Fineman, Sandler sports
graying, ruffled, poofy hair and an
unstylish long coat, giving him the
appearance of a bum.
Sandler plays out all the typical
symptoms of someone suffering
from post-traumatic stress disorder. Charlie is disheveled, removed
and a mumbling mess. He is adamant about people removing their
shoes before they enter his apartment and obsessively remodels
his kitchen over and over — which
stems from his wife’s pet peeve and
ROTTENTOMATOES.COM desire to have the kitchen remodeled before she got on the plane
that fateful day.
Charlie represents those who
world. Charlie, also a dentist, quit
his job and stopped talking to ev- have not gotten over the disaseryone, except for his landlady and ter, those who still hold guilt over
an accountant named Sugarman. surviving their families. He either
Among those Charlie excluded spends his nights on a drum set,
from his life are his wife’s in-laws, playing late ‘70s and early ‘80s rock
who persistently contact him and hits or Shadow of the Colossus, a
try to get him into therapy. In ac- PS2 game in which the player must
tuality, Charlie’s violent lashing at defeat giant creatures. One can see
Alan is triggered by his assumption the dual metaphors of the game —
that Alan is another tool being used overcoming great demons and the
to get Charlie to open up about the collapsing of colossal beings.
Alan Johnson, on the other
things he has spent years trying to
hand, represents those of us who
forget.
Charlie has accepted Alan’s drudge on, repressing the memofriendship because he did not ries of that dark day, whether we
know Charlie’s family and is now were personally affected by it or
his best chance at healing. After a not. But Alan’s not without probfailed attempt at getting Charlie to lems of his own — he feels trapped
speak to an older male therapist, by his family and his partners won’t
Alan arranges for Charlie to see a back him up when a patient threatyounger female therapist, Angela ens to sue for sexual harassment.
(Liv Tyler) who works in the same It’s not until Alan meets up with
Charlie again that he finally gains
building as Alan.
Charlie eventually finds the the freedom and courage he lacked
courage to open up to Alan, telling and does a little healing himself.
Pan optic views of New York City
his story of the day that he lost his
family. Later, Charlie finds himself are interspliced throughout the
at a hearing to determine whether film giving the audience a greater
or not he should be committed to sense that the film is not just about
a mental institution for intensive Charlie and Alan, but New York
therapy. With Alan, his landlady, as City — we’re all healing the same
well as some unexpected support- way Charlie is. The film takes its
ers, Charlie confesses his inability title from The Who’s song “Love
Reign O’er Me”— which approprito overcome his family’s death.
Adam Sandler finally crosses ately expresses love as a welcome
the border between comedic roles ruling force. Reign is about those of
and dramatic roles as Charlie Fine- us who were there and those of us
man. Charlie Fineman is definitely who weren’t, those of us who still
Sandler’s crowning achievement mourn and those of us trying to
after previous attempts at border- move on. It’s about New York City,
line dramatic roles in Punch Drunk how we need each other and how
Love (2002) and Spanglish (2004). we heal as a whole.

The exhibit is so much more than
terra cotta; it is oddly reminiscent
of past civilizations. The sculptures
remain in a seemingly simplistic
form, but they are fashioned with
such meticulous handiwork that it
harps back to a bygone era of art.

Alexander Ney: From the Lost
Continent
Mimi Ferzt Gallery
April 12-30, 2007

Baruch freshman publishes mystery novel

AMAZON.COM

BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

At 18-years-old most of us are
just on the brink of adulthood.
The most we can say we’ve accomplished is finishing high school,
maybe taking on a summer job or
starting our first years of college.
But, Jenny Gurvich, an 18-year-old
Baruch College freshman has just
recently published a book. How
many of us can say that?
Gurvich, who is surprisingly
an undecided finance and investments major with a minor in English, was not a writer all her life. A
high school teacher discovered her
hidden talent during a mandatory
poetry assignment. Her very first
poem went on to be published after winning a contest and she has
been writing ever since.
Gurvich began her book, titled
Late Night Alumni, at the ripe
young age of 15. Though the story
has progressed greatly since its
beginnings, because, as she notes,
“my vocabulary wasn’t as strong as
it is now, and neither was my ability to create interesting, descriptive

sentences,” the basic foundation
has remained the same.
Late Night Alumni was created
out of Gurvich’s “desire to simply
tell an interesting story” and add
a new face to a “sort of worn out
subject matter.” Much to her credit,
Gurvich does a phenomenal job
of refreshing your average mystery novel. According to the author
herself, Late Night Alumni’s female
protagonist is “kidnapped and
given a sort of mission/ultimatum,
which she needs to successfully
complete if she has any intention
of getting her life back to normal.
However, along the way she learns
dark secrets concerning a family
legacy, the usual brushes with love,
lust and death, and, most importantly, that people are not always
who they seem to be.” Want to read
more? Don’t worry you can purchase your copy at Barnes & Noble
or Amazon.com.
Described as her “own harshest
critic,” Gurvich has been critical of
her work from the very start, but
that did not stop her from attempting to get the novel printed. Just
before her 18 birthday, Gurvich received confirmation that her novel
was accepted for publication. Surprisingly enough, PublishAmerica
didn’t even know her age until
recently. Regardless, the publishing house “accept[s] more new
and unpublished authors than any
other traditional book publisher in
the nation.”
Gurvich’s tale is truly inspiring
for college students with similar
ambitions. Despite the fact that
Baruch College may not be the
most flourishing college for writers
and other liberal arts majors, Gurvich has continued to perfect her
craft. She recommends that if you
have the drive, the best thing to do
is “continue writing all day, every
day, whenever you have time.”
And with the semester winding
down, and summer fast upon us,
this is the perfect time to curl up in
your lawn chair with a copy of Late
Night Alumni.
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Industrial icons VNV Nation do the States with a bang
BY ADRIENNE RAYSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In their first U.S. appearance in
over a year, industrial rock/electronic artists VNV Nation made
their return at a sold out Fillmore
Theater at the former Irving Plaza
in NYC, attracting a crowd as diverse as the students of Baruch College. “You see this band of alternative people outside and they don’t
have anything that really unifies
them — because there’s hardcore
kids, there’s punk kids, there’s goth
kids, there’s regular kids who look
like they’re going to a dance club.
What unifies them is the fact that
they somehow feel inspired by the
music,” says Ronan Harris, vocalist,
lyricist and front-man of a group
that proudly stands for “VNV” —
Victory, Not Vengeance, that is.
He went on to describe the audiences the band has encountered
in the U.S. as “louder, more insane
and more willing to really, really let
go [in comparison to audiences in
Europe].” VNV has found NY audiences to be particularly welcoming:
“In NY we always get these crazy audiences — crazy as in people feeling
this euphoric moment. Normally,
people from an alternative or goth
background are very restrained and
quiet. But the audience is very, very
varied, [with a] great vibe, everyone
just going mental. We couldn’t be
happier.”
Indeed, VNV Nation’s goth-appealing sound is somewhat of a
mask for their hopeful and idealistic attitudes about life, displayed
through their lyrics, high energy
shows and personalities. “I’m having so much fun. It’s just people
laughing all the time and joking.
We’ve got an almost all American
crew — they’re all punk boys and
hilarious. They diss everybody for
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VNV Nation’s front man, Ronan Harris, sat down with The Ticker to discuss the band’s latest album, the U.S. tour and all the fun he’s been having.
playing crap going, ‘you don’t play
real instruments.’ The band is really
relaxed, everyone’s smiling, having
fun,” Harris says, after sharing some
anecdotes from the road.
On stage, Harris pauses multiple
times between performing to joke
around with the audience and his
band mates, accepting donations
of beer and German flags — where
the band currently resides — from
fans. Even without any prior knowledge about the band or having sat
down with them on a personal lev-

el, it would be apparent that they
are thankful to be making music
and touring the world to perform it
just by watching them on stage. “In
Irving Plaza two years ago, the entire audience sang “Standing” and
I didn’t sing, I just held the microphone out — they sang the whole
song. And I had tears in my eyes
because that was the greatest compliment. I still go on about that,” he
says, his eyes beginning to water.
The band just recently released
their sixth album, Judgement, ex-

panding on their 2005 highly acclaimed album, Matter + Form and
“finishing up where it left off.” Harris describes the album as having
“a big, warm analog rock feel and
a 70s sound.” He admits that VNV
Nation had an agenda set in mind
before the band even began recording. “It was a very live record,
the main thing for me was to kind
of break away more than we’ve ever
done. We’ve always broken away
from the formats that people give
you, they say ‘oh, you’re an indus-

trial band’ — I don’t know what we
are. I just call us industrial rock and
that’s it. Or alternative rock! I don’t
like the word industrial because to
me it means something else in Europe, but alternative rock is fine. We
sing ballads, we do the real happy
songs, we do the real fast, punchy,
aggressive songs, we do soundtrack
pieces — we do the full sway! When
I go back and listen to the album, I
think … it’s got the right message.
I’m so proud. I’ve made an album
I’m really happy with.”
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Hot Fuzz combines Brit and American action greats
BY DAVID M. DELEON
COPY EDITOR

When Robert Rodriguez, director of Desperado and Sin City, was
asked about the inspiration for his
breakout film El Mariachi, he said
that he wanted to do for Mexico
what John Woo did for Hong Kong.
He wanted to make it cool.
Rodriguez made film history
by bringing the “cool” to Mexican
crime lords in 1996. Edgar Wright,
director of Shaun of the Dead, has
turned to a much different subject.
He’s bringing the cool to the British
police. You know, the guys with the
funny hats and the batons.
Of course, “bobbies” don’t carry
guns, frequently pursue people
while on bicycles and generally
don’t have movies made about
them. Making a buddy cop movie
about these guys is about as crazy
as setting a zombie movie in north
London, and nearly as brilliant.
But Wright is no stranger to grafting diverse genres onto the calmer
soil of the British Isles. He and Simon Pegg have been testing genre
limits for almost 10 years now, both
in Shaun and in the British sitcom
Spaced, which seemed to parody a
different genre every episode. Pegg
has starred in all of these projects
as the bleach-blonde and goateed
Joe-turned-hero.
Hot Fuzz has Pegg as Sgt. Nicholas Angel, a London metro cop
who’s transferred to the country
for being “too good at his job.” In
the small village of Sandford he
teams up with PC Danny Butterman, played by Nick Frost (also
from Shaun and Spaced), an honest bloke in a mostly bungling and
backward local police force.
Of course things aren’t what
they seem, and a village full of

kindly old gents becomes a sinister
place as people start dying in horrifically graphic ways (perhaps too
horrific for a comedy).
This movie, like many others
these days, isn’t so much about
what happens as it is about what’s
supposed to happen. The laws of the
genre state that these two cops are
supposed to become good buddies,
butt heads with the higher-ups, get
a hold of some guns and solve the
case. And they do, in entertainingly
predictable ways.
Wright manages to hit almost
every trope of cop movies, mystery movies, movies about British
villages, small-town slashers and
everything in between. He plods so
gleefully from stereotype to stereotype that you feel like you’ve seen it
all before, even if you haven’t.
Really the only thing keeping
you in your seat for this escalation
is the excellent cast, who bring a
loving sense of detail to this little
village. The film is full of recognizable to nearly-recognizable British
actors, such as a bulky Timothy
Dalton playing a creepy supermarket manager, bringing even more
smug condescension to the role
than he brought to Bond.
But right when you think it has
ended up an entertaining but derivative murder mystery it turns
that final corner, lays down the
trump card and becomes a gleeful
parody of itself in a brilliant, highcaliber climax worthy of a generation brought up on bad action movies.
The fact that it takes 90 minutes
to get to this point seems a waste,
but the build-up is also straight
out of an action movie — like David Carradine or Bruce Lee saying
“I will not fight” for an hour and a
half and then whipping everyone

Year Zero: Masterwork
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BY FRANKLIN CHO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just two years after the release
of an inert and erratic effort on
With Teeth, Trent Reznor returns
with a record that stacks up among
his best works. The famed mastermind behind industrial rock band
Nine Inch Nails has finally gotten past his “woe is me” troubled
teen stage and churns out a highly
conceptual album portraying a totalitarian-dystrophic set 15 years in
the future. Picture a Huxley or Orwell novel with blazing guitar riffs
and droning bass lines juxtaposed
against the beeps and pops of synth
and drum machines. Year Zero
artfully forebodes the destructive
potential of a misguided nation by
painting religious warfare, drugged
water supplies, violent resistance
organizations and, oddly enough,
a paranormal element, known as
“The Presence.”
Musically, this album is a giant
step away from the studio-incubated live sounding approach that
Trent Reznor and company took
in creating With Teeth. Year Zero
features multiple layers of incessant loops and beats compiled into
metallic pop songs, reminiscent of
Nine Inch Nails’ first album Pretty
Hate Machine. And understandably
so, as the tracks were conceived
and composed on a laptop while

on tour in support of the band’s last
record.
Right from the opening track
instrumental, “Hyperpower!” fans
will realize that this is an album full
of surprises. “God Given” and “Me,
I’m Not” offer funky beats, “Capital
G” has a hip-hop sound and “Vessel” and “The Great Destroyer” give
off grating ambiances. With each
track, Reznor introduces new elements from his subconscious, while
sticking to his signature dissonance
and quiet-to-deafening-to-quiet
dynamics we’ve seen in the past.
The effort comes around full circle
with the 16 and final track “ZeroSum,” which eerily conveys through
subtle and soft whispers a message
that will leave listeners with their
heads shaking in disbelief.
Though Year Zero is his least introspective album to date, Reznor
continues to express his heartfelt
convictions of worry and fear, yet
this time through the eyes of a soldier or an onlooker. The radicals
latched onto the devouring process early on this year when fans
decrypted a tour T-shirt containing
letters that spelled out “I am trying
to believe.” A Web site under the
address IAmTryingToBelieve.com
fictionally reveals a vision of the
world 15 years in the future. What
has unfolded from this clever marketing ploy include USB drives with
song clips found in bathroom stalls
at NIN concerts and an alternative
online reality game.
Nevertheless, for the casual fan
who realizes that time is a commodity, the lyrics and overall concept on this album creates a much
more interactive listening experience, rather than a mindless head
banging to good old cathartic hard
rock. Catchy, dark, funky and as
Trent Reznor puts it, “fucking cool,”
Year Zero is a record that will grow
with every listen. Let’s just hope we
can say the same for part two.

and their grandma in 20 minutes of
cathartic biff, bam, pow.
Wright has always enjoyed “films
that flip around, that slowly mutate
into something else.” This was also
true of Shaun of the Dead, except
Shaun started off silly and believed
in itself more as it went on, nearly
killing the humor with pathos. Fuzz
may be more tedious at the onset,
but it builds up instead of petering
out. “The longer it goes on, the sillier it becomes,” said Wright.
Nearly every line and every shot
in the last 20 minutes is taken from
some action flick from the States,
the most noticeable being Point
Break and Bad Boyz II, both featured in the movie. And yet, they’ve
taken a British village and turned
it into a bad American action film,
which you would think would upset a few Brits.
“Audiences will understand that
this is not British and American, it’s
a marriage of the two,” said Pegg.
“It’s Agatha Christie and Tony Scott
having a baby. It’s not a critique.”
Hot Fuzz’s sense of parody is like
Tarantino’s Hong Kong stereotypes
in Kill Bill part 1. Clearly they love
the source material, ridiculous as
it is, and want an excuse to do it all
over again. Tarantino and Rodriguez are both credited by Wright
in the film, and Wright has gone on
to direct one of the teaser trailers in
Grindhouse.
Wright is trying to create his
own genre here — a Brit-buddycop-movie. Rodriguez did the same
with his Mexican yakuza movies,
like Sergio Leone did before with
spaghetti westerns. Wright joins
the ranks of Rodriguez, Tarantino,
Leone and others in creating an
anti-genre, a self-aware action-fest
that knows how to smirk at itself.
And through it, Hot Fuzz does

JOBLO.COM

manage to be cool. Which is all an
action movie really needs to accomplish. The bottom line is that you
don’t have to be Martin Lawrence
and Will Smith to be Bad Boyz. You
just have to wear sunglasses, carry a
gun and have a camera spin around

you as a helicopter flies overhead.
Whether the rest of the movie is
worth watching to get to this point
is entirely up to how long you’ve
been waiting to dropkick an old
lady in the face.
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Blueshirts coast
into second round
The New York Rangers have
advanced to the second round of
the playoffs for the first time in ten
years. Not only has it been a while
since they have done so, but they
have done so in dominating fashion. The first round of the 2007
playoffs the Rangers swept the Atlanta Thrashers four games to none
in their best of seven series.
After the Rangers turned up the
heat toward the end of the season,
sixth place was the most desirable
position. After winning several
critical games, the Rangers secured
the advantageous sixth spot in the
Eastern Conference.
Slotted to play the Thrashers
instead of the Devils or Sabres,
Ranger fans felt confident. However, I don’t know how many fans
predicted such a dominating performance by the Blueshirts. After a
close 4-3 victory in game one, the
Rangers struggled to preserve the
leads they attained.
In game two, Johan Hedberg got
a start in net for the Thrashers and
continued playing well. Nevertheless, Sean Avery was able to skip
the puck off the boards that caught
Hedberg out of position and ended
up in the back of the net .
Brendan Shanahan then scored
the game winner to break a one
all tie with four minutes left in the
game. With Kari Lehtonen back in
net at Madison Square Garden for
game three, the Rangers heated
up. They torched Atlanta for seven
goals while Michael Nylander netted a hat trick. Henrik Lundqvist
played a great game aided by a
praiseworthy defensive effort. Up
three games to none, the Rangers
looked to end the series without
having to go back to Atlanta. With

all three scoring lines clicking, the
Rangers overcame two one-goal
deficits to win
the game with
a 4-2 score,
sweeping the
series.
Hopefully,
this series was a
preview of more
to come from
the Blueshirts.
The goaltending IGOR GORODETSKY
was great and
the defensive IGGY’S
effort was ex- SPORTS
ceptional. Most SPEAK
notably,
the
penalty kill enjoyed a great series
as well as the power play.
The New York Rangers played a
strong defense in the neutral zone,
defended up high in their zone,
and poke checked effectively. Even
though they were out hit in the series, they still controlled the tempo
of the game and remained defensively solid.
The goals came from all three
scoring lines and even defensemen. The first line of Jaromir Jagr,
Michael Nylander and Marcel
Hossa was most notable as they
provided that offensive spark that
rippled through to the other lines.
Ryan Callahan, Sean Avery and
Matt Cullen also had notable series
performances that will hopefully
continue in round two.
The Ranger’s next opponent in
the conference semi-finals might
not be announced until Tuesday.
Possible match-ups with the Buffalo Sabres, Ottawa Senators or
Tampa Bay Lighting reveals to
Ranger fans that the journey won’t
be easy.

MLB salutes a legend
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Jackie Robinson Day is on April 15.
BY GLADYS ESQUIJAROSA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sunday, April 15, Major
League Baseball honored Jackie
Robinson, the first African-American to play in the Majors with
“Jackie Robinson Day.”
Sixty years ago Jackie played his
first game for the Brooklyn Dodges
in Ebbets Field versus the Boston Braves. Sure, I can talk about
the great career Jackie Robinson
had, which included being part of
six World Series teams, winning
Major League Baseball’s first ever
Rookie of the Year Award and National League MVP, but that would
not do his legacy justice.
Jackie’s integration into the Majors was a groundbreaking event
not just in baseball, but for Ameri-

can history as well.
Jackie Robinson came before
civil rights activist Rosa Parks refused to give up her set on a bus,
before the military was integrated
and before Martin Luther King’s
“I Have A Dream” speech. When
Jackie began playing in 1947 he
was faced with death threats
against him and his family.
People threw bottles down on
the field to try to hit him and many
of his own teammates hated him.
Jackie’s life was one of struggle
during his baseball career and after as a civil rights activist. Jackie
Robinson was not any ordinary
baseball player; he was a man who
fought for equality.
This burden that he carried led
to his early death on Oct. 24, 1972
at the age of 53. On “Jackie Robinson Day” players such as Robinson
Cano (who was named after Jackie
Robinson), Derek Jeter and Torii
Hunter among others and teams
including the Los Angeles Dodges
wore Jackie’s number 42 on their
uniforms.
The ceremony included Hank
Aaron and Jackie’s wife, Rachel. At
the ceremony Rachel spoke about
Jackie’s fight for equality and how
it is not yet over. Next time someone feels like they’ve had a bad day
and that life is too stressful they
should look at Jackie Robinson’s
life and maybe they would change
their mind; because after all he
went through he said a couple of
months before his unfortunate
death that he had a great life.
Jackie Robinson was not just
a pioneer in baseball, but also in
American society.
Hopefully future players of all
races and cultures learn about
Robinson’s impact and realize that
they too have an impact because
as Jackie himself once said: “A life
is not important except in the impact it has on other lives.
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SCHEDULE
Baseball
4/23 – Baruch vs. Yeshiva @ Taft H.S. 7 p.m.
4/24 – Baruch @ New Jersey City, 4 p.m.
4/26 – Baruch @ Old Westbury 7 p.m.
4/28 – Baruch @ New Paltz 12:30 p.m.
4/29 – Baruch @ Poughkeepsie 1: 00 p.m.

Softball
4/25 – Baruch vs. St. Elizabeth 4 p.m.
4/27 – Baruch vs. Richard Stockton 3 p.m.
4/28 – Baruch vs. Catholic @ Noon
4/29 – Softball Alumni Game, NY Noon
Tennis
4/24 – CUNYAC Quarterfinals
4/27 – CUNYAC Semifinals
4/28 – CUNYAC Final

Defending champs on the road to keep title
BY ROSELINY D. GENAO
STAFF WRITER

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

The tennis team is poised for victory in the upcoming CUNY Championships.

Many promise, but very few
deliver. This powerful motto has
helped the men’s tennis team push
itself to new heights this season
while keeping them fueled as they
quickly approach the tennis championship this week.
With only a few matches left
and their season quickly coming to
a close, the Bearcats, tied for first
place with Brooklyn College, are
feeling the pressure to secure their
title of defending champions for
the fourth year in a row.
Looking back at what has been a
fun and certainly productive season
for them, the Bearcats are confident
in their ability to keep the title.
Head Coach Florin Giuglescu,
however, chooses to remain conservative with his predictions,
claiming that they have a 51 percent chance of winning. “We have a
chance to win,” he said, “and we are
one of the best teams but we’ll see
what happens.”
Inclement weather and a recent
loss to Hunter have not set the team
back from their ultimate goal.
In fact, they are making the necessary adjustments and working
on specifics, according to Coach
Giuglescu.
Freshman Carlos Ruiz remarked
that “the team excelled in singles
[throughout the season] but needs
more work when it comes to doubles.”

Veteran Michalis Zevlakis added
that the team could have worked on
staying more grounded. “We took
some teams for granted and didn’t
perform at our best,” he said.
The team admits that they have
done pretty well this season, but
that there is still work to be done
if they are to showcase their talent
this week.
Coach Giuglescu believes in
what they can do, collectively and
as individuals, due to their incessant practicing over the past several
weeks.
Much like before, unparalleled
team dynamics and the intense
support system from their coach,
often cited as key factors to their
success, will be crucial to the outcome of this championship.
Underlying all this, the upcoming tennis championship will encompass much more than just tennis for the Bearcats.
It is about proving themselves
to other schools, both inside and
outside of the CUNY Athletic Conference, and more importantly,
to themselves. “It is about achieving far beyond what is expected of
them,” said Coach Giuglescu, “because only by pushing themselves
on all levels will they achieve more
in life.”
With the quarterfinals, semifinals and finals all taking place this
week, make sure to come out and
support your tennis team.
Check the Baruch Athletics
home page for times and locations.
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Bearcat veteran shows his mettle in CUNY
n Two-year tennis
star, Emmanuel
Imperial, has
got what it takes
when it counts
BY KELLIE CLARK
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Starting at the tender age of six,
sophomore Emmanuel Imperial
(better known as Manny) began his
tennis career and he hasn’t stopped
since.
One of the most experienced
players on the team, Manny played
the sport all throughout his high
school career at St. Joseph by the
Sea in Staten Island, as well as playing in the U.S. Tennis Association’s
Sanctioned Tournaments.
As a result of his extensive background in playing tennis, he knew
that upon entering Baruch College
he would end up as a Bearcat, and
he was right.
This is the second year for Manny on the tennis team and he has
been crucial to the team’s success
thus far.
For two consecutive years he
has played in the No. 1 spot, facing
off against the best tennis players
from each opponent’s team.
Although this is the toughest position to play, it barely seems to faze
him. Instead he credits his success
to his familiarity with the sport.
“Since I have been playing since I
was six, I have a lot of experience
and that’s a big advantage when

playing that position.”
A member of last years CUNYAC Championship team, Manny is
confident that they will bring home
another championship for Baruch.
Currently tied for first place with
Brooklyn College, the team has a
few more games before the Championship, but Manny isn’t worried.
“We have a strong team, since we
have a lot of returning players from
the winning team last year. I feel
very strongly that we’re going to win
again at the CUNY Conference.” He
also credits the team’s success to
Coach Florin Giuglescu.
Although Manny can be a man
of very little words, when it came
to speaking about his coach he had
a lot to say. “I consider him one
of my biggest heroes. He is always
very optimistic about every match
and I really like the way he teaches.
I have learned a lot from him over
the past two years.”
As for his academic career at
Baruch, Manny is currently an accounting major with big plans for
his future. Besides his hopes to one
day become a millionaire, he has
plans to take over the family business, a Filipino grocery store.
Even though his future seems
set, he has no intentions of leaving his long history with tennis behind.
When asked how the sport will
fit into his prospective plans, Manny said, “Until the day I die I will
never leave the tennis courts.”
Manny shared his advice for the
next generation of aspiring tennis
players with three simple words to
live by, “don’t die wondering.”
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Emmanuel Imperial, a multi-sport star, exhibits strength and endurance.
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Experience Maine-style seafood on sixth avenue in NYC
BY OLEXA CAPILI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Black Pearl
37 W. 26th St. (Cross Street: 6th
Avenue)
(212) 532-9900
Directions: R, W at 28th St.; F, V
at 23rd St
Out of five stars:
Food: 4
Service: 4
Atmosphere: 4
Price: $$$ ($30 - $59 per person)

Longing for the taste of fresh
seafood from the shores of Maine?
Well, now you can have the luxury
of feasting on fresh lobsters, oysters
and other seafood from New England without the hassle of the long
trip north. Look no further than
Black Pearl, a new restaurant that
caters to your every seafood desire.
Black Pearl has a casual atmosphere. Upon entering the restaurant, the first thing you will notice
is the bar decorated with colored
lights, made to resemble a New
England seafood shack. Jazz music
livens up the restaurant, which is
frequented mostly by young professionals. Apart from black and
white photos hanging from red
walls, there is minimal decoration.
The waiters are friendly and very
knowledgeable about the menu.
For appetizers, you can choose
from a number of raw bar samplers,
or order dishes a lá carte. There is
a great selection of fresh oysters,
which cost $2.50 each. The best are
the Kumamoto oysters, which are
small, buttery and creamy and have
a very clean flavor. The Canada Cup
oysters have a creamy texture, firm
meat and are stronger in flavor. The
more common Blue Point oysters
are salty and have an aftertaste.
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Enjoy fresh seafood that makes you remember those summer days in New England right here in NYC.
Meanwhile, the large Pebble Beach
oysters are blander.
After exploring the raw bar options, try some of the restaurant’s
great cooked appetizers like the lobster bisque ($9.95). It is made from
lobster stock flavored with sherry
and Spanish saffron. The soup itself
is creamy and light and the flavor of
the lobster is quite apparent. There
are also generous pieces of lobster
in the soup, which adds a touch of
saltiness. Two pieces of bread and
oyster crackers are served with the
bisque, which makes the dish even
more satisfying when they are used

to soak up the soup.
Another recommended dish is
the fried Bluepoint oysters ($17.25),
which are flavorful and plump. The
oysters are lightly battered and
then flash-fried, which makes for
a healthier and lighter coating.
If you prefer clams over oysters,
there’s also the Ipswich fried clams
($18.75), which use belly clams.
Compared to the fried oysters, the
fried clams are crispier, as they
have a heavier coating and the flavor of the clams is not as bold. Both
the fried oysters and fried clams are
served with fries, coleslaw and your

choice of sauce. The homemade
fries are crunchy, lightly salted and
delicious. The coleslaw is excellent,
as it is light and does not have much
mayo; it contains vinegar that gives
it a sweet flavor.
As an entrée, the Maine lobster
pot pie ($24.95) is a delicious and
filling option. The dish is attractively presented with a cute lobster
made of puff pastry pinned down
to the pie with a lobster toothpick.
The top of the pot pie is also made
from puff pastry. As you cut away,
you will find a plethora of ingredients inside. The first layer contains

huge pieces of lobster, as the dish
boasts of meat from a whole lobster. Their huge size can make it a
bit hard to eat along with the peas
and carrots also in the pie. The dish
is very hearty and the cognac in the
dish adds a robust flavor to the lobster.
One cannot visit Black Pearl
without trying its famed lobster roll
(about $24, because it varies according to market price). Here, one
can truly taste the clean flavor of the
lobster, which is sweet and heavenly. The lobster is mixed with only
a touch of mayo, chives, lemon and
spices. It is then perfectly served in
a hot dog bun that is lightly toasted
with its sides cut off.
For dessert, the most popular
dish is the wild blueberry crumble
($6), which is huge and great for
sharing. It is a great and healthy
way to end your meal, as it is not
too sweet. This dish contains warm
Maine blueberries mixed with
blueberry glaze, baked underneath
a crumb top. Two scoops of vanilla ice cream sit atop the dish. In a
word, this dessert can be described
as heavenly. The ice cream melts
into the warm ingredients and the
flavors combine perfectly, making
for a very happy ending.
To go along with the wild blueberry crumble, try the Maine Blueberry Martini ($13), which is the
restaurant’s most popular martini. It contains Bluberi Vodka and
crushed wild Maine blueberries
on the bottom. It is also artfully
presented with a slice of orange
and cherry on the side of the glass,
which is held together with a lobster toothpick.
So, the next time you miss the
fresh, summer seafood of New
England, skip the trip up north and
instead head to Black Pearl in the
nearby Flatiron District. It just may
be the cure for those upcoming
long, hazy summer days.
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COOKING WITH ANGELA

Bravo for beaujolais

Irish Scones

BY CHRIS COTTREL
STAFF WRITER

Beaujolais is the bastard child
of French wine. Producing wine
from the Gamay grape, it has been
a wine region misunderstood for
centuries. To Beaujolais’ north lies
the Cote d’Or and Cote de Nuit regions of Burgundy, which has some
of the most celebrated and expensive wines in the world made from
the noble grape, Pinot Noir. Since
the 14th century, the Gamay grape
has been frowned upon, forced
south to live in exile. It was thought
of as a cheap peasant wine that had
no elegance or finesse.
Today Beaujolais is known
for its Nouveau wines that are
released in November and are
nothing more than alcoholic fruit
juice. But there are great wines
that come from Beaujolais. Serious
wines made from hand harvested
old vines. The best Cru Beaujolais
have personality, complexity and
are extremely food friendly. Plus,
they are lighter and fresher than
many other red wines, so served a
bit chilled, they can be great BBQ
and spring wines.
Beaujolais will never be as
brilliant as the best Burgundies
made from Pinot Noir. I mean, we
all know Alex is the best Baldwin.
Pinot Noir is a fickle grape and it
takes great skill, patience and mon-

ey to be able
to produce a
great
Pinot
Noir. Finding
a good Pinot
Noir from Burgundy below
$50 is almost
impossible.
On the other
hand finding a CHRIS COTTRELL
Beaujolais that is more than $30 is
almost impossible.
Beaujolais has some of the
greatest values in wine because it
has such a poor reputation. This
misconception benefits the savvy
wine drinker. Most of the wine coming from Beaujolais is not great and
should be avoided. However the
wine coming from the Crus, which
are specific areas in Beaujolais offer the best wines from Beaujolais.
These are wines that anyone who
is interested in trying a Beaujolais
should stick with.
The wines from the Crus in
Beaujolais vary in style. The soils
where the 10 Crus of Beaujolais
are located vary from slate to granite but they all have an underlying
of ancient volcanic soils. These
varying soil compositions add
complexity and allow the wines
to express their own individual
personality. Some are lighter and
leaner, with lots of tart cranberry
and dry cherry flavors and should

be drank relatively young. Others
are richer and austere when they
are young and need several years
of bottle age to develop in order to
lose their pungent headiness, thus
revealing a wine with earth and red
berry notes. They all have a vibrant
acidity and great minerality that is
reminiscent of Gamay’s mean big
brother, Pinot Noir.
When it comes to food, Beaujolais is a more versatile Macgyver.
In France it is gulped down with all
sorts of bistro fair. With a heartier
Beaujolais, like the Desvignes Morgon ($24.99), I love a herb roasted
chicken or a pulled pork sandwich.
Lighter, fresher Beaujolais, like Des
Pierres Beaujolais Village ($14.99),
is great served slightly chilled with
salads, cheese and seafood. Very
rarely do I find a food that cannot
be paired with Beaujolais.
So let’s stop stomping on Beaujolais. The wines may not be the
grand Burgundies we know and
love, but they are great drinking
wines made by producers that care
about their vines.
If you want to experience Beaujolais’ greatness for yourself, there
will be a free tasting at Crush Wine
and Spirits: 153 E. 57th Street, on
April 27 between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Cheers!

PURATOS.PT

BY ANGELA CURMI
STAFF WRITER

Ingredients:
3 cups white flour
½ teaspoon baking soda
2 teaspoons cream of tartar
½ cup butter, softened
2 tablespoons sugar
½ cup milk
1 cup raisins or dried
cranberries

2) In a large bowl, sift together
flour, baking soda and cream of tartar. Add softened butter and sugar,
mix well. Stir in milk and raisins.
3) Press dough onto a floured
surface and roll out gently. Cut
scones into round shapes or triangles.
4) Bake for 20 minutes or until
golden brown.
5) Serve warm scones with butter and jam.

Instructions:
1) Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
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Just say no to Speedos: The Swimsuit Guide ’07
BY MARLYN FRAGE AND JASON
SCHWARTZ
STAFF WRITERS

ested in a bolder pattern, Modern
Amusement has black and white
polka dot shorts that are reversible to a thin stripe. They also have
various styles of shorts with their
signature crow logo. Both Lacoste
and Modern Amusements shorts
are available at Nordstrom.
Now’s the time to put down that
Snickers bar and pick up a dumb-

both available at Eluxury.com.
Tailorbyrd’s hibiscus prints, as
well as vertical striped shorts in
contrasting colors are eye-catching and a fun change, available at
Nordstrom. Finally, aussieBum, a
rising underwear and loungewear
line has an array of swimsuit styles
for short swim trunks, shorter swim
trunks and yes, even league shorts
and Speedo-style suits.
For girls, the hot look for bikinis
this summer is the bandeau top
bikini. This barely there suit will

NORDSTROM.COM

AUSSIEBUM.COM

bell — unless you’ve participated in
the Shop of Style fashion shows, or
Jason has seen you at his bi-weekly
gym visits, most likely, you don’t
have the body to wear a Speedo or
swim briefs. Even if you think you
do, you don’t. No more discussion
is necessary. A good alternative is
short swim trunks that come above
the knee. Dolce and Gabbana’s orange and blue hibiscus print short
will set you back a pretty penny,
but if you’re upper body conscious,
there is a matching pink tank top,

make you run through the water
like a crazed ‘70s beach babe, pretending to be Farrah Fawcett. It’s
the perfect cut for small frames, so
if you look more like a 12-year-old
boy than a playboy playmate this is
the suit for you. A bandeau top flatters small chests and the itsy-bitsy
bottoms emphasize curves (or your
lack there of ). Don’t fret if you were
naturally or surgically blessed with
an ample chest, these bandeau
tops come in underwire options for
those busty girls who need more

than a napkin and some floss for a
bikini top.
For those of you who prefer a
sportier look in the two-piece department, boy shorts and halter
tops make a sweet combination.
The halter top stays put through
any activity, while looking flirty
and stylish. The boy shorts’ extra
fabric makes them a great option
for those us who are little more
well endowed in the bum department. It works as a minimizer for
the booty, which can look unfairly
humongous in teeny string bikini
bottoms. This pairing is perfect for
those with an hour-glass shape, or

VICTORIASSECRET.COM

Let’s face it: most of the student body would still like to be in
spring break mode, just weeks after
they’ve returned from South Beach,
San Tropez or Queens. That’s fine if
you keep in mind that the weather
right now isn’t quite where we want
it to be, but don’t fret, summer
is only a few short months away.
Now is the perfect time to fantasize
about what you want to wear this
summer in the Hamptons, Miami,
or … Queens.
This week we’ve decided to
start off with men’s swimsuits. It’s
true that from summer to summer,
we see the same Hawaiian print
board shorts grace the shelves of
fine stores everywhere. If you don’t
mind an alligator going up your leg,
try Lacoste’s shorts. If you’re inter-

Baruch Bodybuilding
Competition returns

VICOR CHU I THE TICKER

BY ELMAN ISAKOV
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For the third year in a row, the
Mr. Baruch Bodybuilding Competition will take place this Wednesday,
April 25 at noon. in the multipurpose room, VC 1-107. The event is
sponsored by Sigma Alpha Delta
Honor Society and the Mixed Marital Arts club. The competition was
founded by two former Sigma Alpha Delta members, Lionel Wynter
and Max May, to showcase the fittest and most muscular male students from Baruch.
There are three weight classes in
this competition: lightweight, middleweight and heavyweight. The
lightweight division is comprised
of Jason Prager, Lionel Wynter and
newcomers Dionicio Luna and Eric

Ngassa. The middleweight division
competitors are Vlad Novikov, Winston Maragh and former runner up,
Jean Fleurival. The heavyweight
division will feature last year’s
winners, Reginald Torchon and
Dwayne Yetman, Fernando Tapia
and David Cassar.
In addition to placement awards,
trophies will be awarded for excellence in muscle groups where the
competitors will have the liberty to
challenge each other. The audience
will also get a chance to vote for the
“Best Stage Presence” award.
Kevin Richardson, a professional bodybuilder, is expected to be
one of the judges and will also do a
guest pose. May, a recent graduate,
will be the host while Mario D, aka
DJ Scam, will provide the music.

showing too much skin or are looking to stand out from the throngs of
bikini-clad ladies; 1940s pinup style
halter swimsuits are a great option.
A cut with a plunging neckline adds
some glamour and a touch of sexiness to the normally modest piece.
This cut is especially great for pear
shaped women because the low cut
neckline is incredibly flattering on
a smaller chest and the full coverage bottom fits a more curvy set of
hips.
Another option for the onepiece look is one with a built in fullsupport bra and lower cut bottom.
It is a great choice for a more curvaceous girl. This style works well
with a bold floral print. The halter
bra provides great support and the
fun print is cute and functional. It
adds some much needed fun and
color, while also working as a distraction for any lumps and rolls
that any late night Oreo binging
may have brought on.

NORDSTROM.COM

for those who simply don’t want
to feel naked on the beach. As for
those who do want to feel naked at
the beach this summer, please let
us know where you’ll be so we can
avoid it.
One-piece swimsuits are a great
option for those who don’t like

NORDSTROM.COM
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INSIDE BARUCH

Calendar of Events
23

24

25

26

27

28

MON

TUES

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

JP Morgan/ Lehman
Brothers
Graduate Finance & Investments
Club
VC 3-215
12:15 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Virginia Tech: Vent by
Helpline
Helpline and U.S.G.
VC 2-125
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Mr. Baruch Bodybuilding
Competition
Mixed Martial Arts, Sigma Alpha
Delta Honor Society
VC 1-107
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Asian Month Celebration:
Asia Showcase
Asian Month Celebration
Committee
VC 1-107
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Asian Month Celebration:
Sikh Fest
Asian Month Celebration
Committee
VC 1-107
6:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.

Scavenger Hunt
History Club
VC 2-125
10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

A Dialogue with Islam by
Smaer Alraey
Muslim Student Association
VC 3-215
6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Are You $mart? V. Sermier
Royal Bank of Canada, M
Silvestri Citigroup
Executives on Campus
VC 14-250
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

Learn Chinese
United Chinese Language
Association
VC 3-240
12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

“A&R”: The Power of Opinion
New York Music Industry
Association
VC 2-125
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Movie
Sigma Lambda Upsilon and
Senoritas Latinas Unidas
VC 2-125
6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Archery Practice
Archery Club
6th floor gym
17th Lexington Ave
6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Fashion Show
Arab Alliance
VC 1-107
6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Asian Month Celebration:
Flavors of Asia
Asian Month Celebration
Committee
VC 1-107
6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Networking Event
Baruch Consulting Club
VC 2-125
7:00 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.

Meeting
Toastmasters
VC 3-215
12:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.

Business Panel: Networking
with Greeks
La Unidad Latina, Lambda
Upsilon
VC 3-210
6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Mitsui Lunch-Time Forum:
China’s Multinationals:
Process and Obstacles to
Going Global
Newman Conference Center
Room 750
12:15 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.

HACE Workshop Series
La Unidad Latina, Lambda
Upsilon Lambda
VC 11-145
1:00 p.m. – 2:20 p.m.

Alexander String Quartet
String Quartet No. 2 in G major,
Op. 18, No. 2 - String Quartet
No. 11 in F minor, Op. 95 “Serios
“ - Intermission - String Quartet
No. 7 in C major, Op. 59, No. 1
“Razoumovsky”
Engleman Recital Hall
7:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

MASH MEDIA - VICTOR CHU

Asian Month Celebration:
Mother Language Day
Asian Month Celebration
Committee
VC 1-107
6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Informal Tea
Sigma Lambda Upsilon and
Senoritas Latinas Unidas
VC 3-215
6:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Cultural Workshop
Kappa Phi Lambda
VC 2-110
6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

SUN

Archery Practice
Archery Club
6th floor gym, 17th Lexington
Ave
Off-Campus Recruiting Event 6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Big Apple Job Fair
Over 100 employers will gather
at the Javits Convention Center
to meet with current CUNY
students seeking internships,
and with graduating seniors,
graduate students and recent
alumni seeking full-time
employment! To review
the employers that will be
recruiting and the positions
they will be recruiting for,
visit: https://bigapple-cfm.
symplicity.com/events/
To gain admission to the CUNY
Big Apple Job Fair, you will
need your valid CUNY ID plus
a copy of your resume as your
admissions ticket! If you are an
alumnus, then you resume is
your ticket! Please note that you
must be in professional business
attire to gain admissions. No
job seekers will be admitted to
the Fair after 4:00 p.m., so make
sure to arrive early!
Javits Convention Center at 34th
St. 11th Ave. between 34th &
35th Streets, Manhattan
11:00 am - 4:00 pm

MARCH OF THE MEANIES- MICHAEL KLAMBATSEN

29

